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Detecting, constraining, manipulating, and reasoning over features in the high-dimensional
space that is language is the primary concern of modern computational linguistics, and a key
focus of AI, more generally. We propose a general framework for addressing the first two of these
four facets, coupling sharp feature detection with a matching method for introspecting inference.
Specifically, we present and analyze binary labeling via a convolutional decomposition
(BLADE), a sequence labeling approach based on a decomposition of the filter-ngram interac-
tions of a convolutional neural network and a linear layer. BLADE can be viewed as a maxpool
attention-style mechanism on the final layer of a network, and it enables flexibility in producing
predictions at—and defining loss functions for—varying label granularities, from the fully-
supervised sequence labeling setting to the challenging zero-shot sequence labeling setting, in
which we seek token-level predictions but only have access to labels at the document- or sentence-
level for training. Importantly, BLADE enables a matching method, exemplar auditing, useful
for analyzing the model and data, and empirically, as part of an inference-time decision rule. This
introspection method provides a means, in some settings, of updating the model (via a database)
without explicit re-training, opening the possibility for end-users to make local updates, or for
annotators to progressively add fine-grained labels (or other meta-data).
We assess this framework—and suitability limitations—on a series of binary classification
tasks and at varying label resolutions. We demonstrate effectiveness for fully-supervised and
zero-shot grammatical error detection and demonstrate updating the exemplar database with out-
of-domain data without updating model parameters. We illustrate the text analytic utility of the
approach on sentiment analysis, revealing distinctive features in counterfactually-augmented
and contrast set re-annotations, and we consider the potential for exemplar auditing as an
alternative to such targeted re-annotating. We also show that this strong sequence model can
be used to guide synthetic text generation, which has concomitant implications for using such
detection models for identifying synthetic data. In supplementary material, we provide qualita-
tive evidence that the approach can be a useful tool for document analysis and summarization,
further demonstrating that this framework is useful across NLP tasks, from low- to high- resource
settings.
1. Introduction
Class conditional feature identification is key to many practical natural language pro-
cessing tasks, both as an end goal and as a means of analyzing and debugging models
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and data. However, the compositional, high-dimensional nature of language makes fea-
ture identification a challenging endeavor, with further empirical complications arising
from the need to label at a granularity that is typically more fine-grained than many
existing human-annotated datasets.
Toward this end, we propose BLADE1, binary labeling via a convolutional
decomposition. BLADE is a decomposition of a single-layer one-dimensional convo-
lutional neural network and a linear layer, as the final layer of a network, that can
be trained for sentence-level classification, and then decomposed in a way to produce
token-level labels, serving as a maxpool attention-style mechanism. This particular set
of operations over a CNN and a linear layer yields flexibility in learning and predicting
at disparate label resolutions, and as we empirically show across tasks, yields relatively
sharp token-level binary detections even when trained at the sentence level, particularly
when the input to the layer is a large, imputation-trained model. Importantly, this
enables a matching and analysis method, which we call exemplar auditing, that leverages
the strong class conditional ability of BLADE to identify local features of interest, while
also taking into account the full sentence when used in conjunction with contextual-
ized embeddings. Exemplar auditing provides a means of introspecting inference with
respect to training instances, and adds a useful practical property to neural models in
some settings: End-users can update a model via local updates to the exemplar database
without explicit re-training.
We demonstrate the aforementioned behavior across a series of tasks. For the task
of zero-shot sequence labeling (Rei and Søgaard 2018b), models are trained as binary,
sentence-level classifiers, and then post-hoc analysis methods are used to derive token-
level labels at inference time. For the particular case of zero-shot grammatical error detec-
tion, models are only given access to sentence-level labels indicating whether or not each
sentence contains an error, and then token-level error labels must be derived without
access to explicit token-level supervision. This setup is of practical interest in the case of
grammatical error detection, as it may be useful to collect an initial set of annotations at
the sentence-level2 and then apply a zero-shot approach as part of a human annotation
pipeline to bootstrap further refinement of token-level labels.3
Previous approaches for zero-shot grammatical error detection have been based on
bidirectional LSTM models, which have been shown to work relatively well for the fully
supervised case (Rei 2017). Using an attention mechanism, combined with additional
loss functions to encourage higher quality token-level labeling, has been found to be
more effective than gradient-based approaches (Rei and Søgaard 2018b). We instead
approach this task with BLADE to produce token-level detections. With exemplar
auditing, used in conjunction with the recently proposed contextualized embeddings
of Devlin et al. (2018) as input to the BLADE layer, we then have a means of providing
an end-user with a nearest match from training (for reference, or assessing the model or
1 This an apt acronym for an approach that yields sharp feature detections, at which points we can cut a
network to derive feature-specific vector summarizations.
2 There is an assumption here that these sentence-level annotations could be collected via semi-supervised
approaches (as for example, given sufficient amounts of text, exploiting the co-occurrence of relatively
difficult to identify errors with those that are easy to identify via simple rules, and/or filtering Wikipedia
edits) and/or via faster human annotation than at the token-level, which we leave to future work.
3 Most modern neural networks have complex sets of unidentifiable parameters (Hwang and Ding 1997;
Jain and Wallace 2019), so interpreting such models with post-hoc methods for purposes of explainability
is fraught with not readily resolvable challenges. The approach examined here is not suitable for model
explainability in the formal sense, but as we show, may be useful as a sequence tagger and feature
extractor, with this caveat in mind, and exemplar auditing (introduced here) can be an additional useful
tool for analyzing the model and data.
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data annotations), as well as a mechanism by which the end-user can add new sentences
or detection labels to a database of exemplars. We show empirically that the exemplar
auditing mechanism can also be used to address the challenging problem of reducing
false positives on out-of-domain already correct data, which can be problematic for
models that are otherwise reasonably effective on in-domain learner texts. We further
show that the approach extends to the fully supervised setting, demonstrating that
BLADE yields a sequence labeler at least as strong as the current state-of-the-art fully
supervised contextualized embedding approach of Bell, Yannakoudakis, and Rei (2019).
Strong effectiveness on the challenging, fine-grained task of zero-shot grammatical
error detection suggests applicability to a number of applied text and document analysis
tasks. Learning and inference in the presence of label resolution disparities constitutes
many real-world problems, and as we show here in natural text settings, we can encode
data priors through large imputation-trained models, and then use the tools presented
here for backing out local predictions from the global labels. As an example, we illus-
trate the text analytic utility of the approach by analyzing the sentiment analysis data
of the recently proposed local, minimal re-annotation protocols of Kaushik, Hovy, and
Lipton (2019) and Gardner et al. (2020), revealing annotation artifacts not previously
described.
Having established strong effectiveness detecting human generated errors and fea-
tures in natural language text, we also investigate effectiveness in detecting machine-
generated text. First, we show that BLADE is reasonably effective at detecting synthetic
data similar to that seen in training, using the relatively strong small language model
of Radford et al. (2019). Next, we demonstrate that it is straightforward to exploit
the large sampling search space of the generation model and the error headroom of
the detection model, using BLADE as a mask for constrained sampling (for selecting
possible generations), to generate sentences that push synthetic detection to chance. We
present small-scale experiments, but we take this as initial evidence that with access
to the detection model, a sufficiently strong generation model, and sufficient compute,
the proposed surface-level model should not be assumed to be a particularly reliable
detector of synthetic data, in general, but may be helpful in constraining generations to
aid in approaching the distribution of human language.
In summary, this work contributes a series of models and analysis methods that are
of interest across NLP tasks:
1. We present BLADE, a new, effective model for both supervised and
zero-shot binary sequence labeling.
2. We propose exemplar auditing, a matching and analysis approach that
leverages the feature detection effectiveness of the BLADE model,
providing a means of introspecting inference.
3. We demonstrate that BLADE and exemplar auditing can be utilized, in
some scenarios, to bias the model according to out-of-domain data
without including such data explicitly in training, opening the possibility
for local model updates by end users without full model retraining.
4. We further illustrate the utility of the model by analyzing the recently
proposed counterfactually-augmented and contrast sets datasets,
revealing potential issues with annotation artifacts not previously
articulated, and more importantly, presenting a series of experiments that
probe the behavior of the exemplar auditing decision rules. We discuss
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potential advantages of the exemplar auditing framework over such
re-annotation schemes that make local, minimal changes to augment
training sets to avoid spurious features.
5. We demonstrate that the strong detection effectiveness extends to
constraining generation. This illustrates an important result concerning
synthetic text detection—namely, synthetic detection based on
surface-level distributions, rather than a deeper assessment of factual
content, is unlikely to be reliable when the generator and detector are both
available. On the other hand, such a detection model may be useful for
constraining sampling for more fluent output, under the predictions of the
detection model.
6. We show in supplementary material that the strong feature extraction
method can also be useful as part of a text analysis and comparative
summarization pipeline.
We proceed by first introducing the core methods used across all experiments,
and then we apply these ideas to three primary (and one supplemental) tasks, each of
which is introduced and analyzed in turn in subsequent sections. First, we demonstrate
effectiveness on the challenging, well-defined error detection task. Next, we analyze
the sentiment data of the counterfactually-augmented and contrast sets re-annotation
protocols. Finally, we extend these insights on human-written text to machine-generated
text. In the supplementary material, we provide an additional qualitative analysis of an
illustrative text analysis application.4
2. Methods
Single-layer one-dimensional convolutional neural networks serve as strong baselines
across a number of NLP classification tasks, despite their relative simplicity. Our new
methods are predicated on a one-dimensional CNN architecture similar to that of Kim
(2014), which we use as the underlying model to decompose. Such a model, trained
for sentence-level classification, was shown to be a strong baseline for classification of
grammatical errors in Schmaltz et al. (2016). In this work, we reconsider this classifier
as the final layer of an expressive network, demonstrating an approach for training
and interpreting the classifier when the unit of analysis is at the token level. The key
insight is that a maxpool attention-style mechanism can be derived from the CNN and a
linear layer, enabling sharp feature detection and a means of generating (comparatively)
compact vectors that summarize features from a (potentially very) deep network. We
analyze alternative losses and introduce analysis methods enabled by this decomposi-
tion of the one-dimensional CNN, including a novel means of introspecting inference.
4 For the time-constrained reader: We recommend reading through the Methods section and then viewing
the figures and associated captions, which are constructed to summarize the major points of this work.
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2.1 CNN Binary Classifier: Document-Level Predictions
Each token t1, . . . , tn, . . . , tN in the sentence is represented by a D-dimensional vector,
where N is the length of the sentence5, including padding symbols, as necessary. The
convolutional layer is then applied to thisRD×N matrix, using a filter of widthK, sliding
across the K-sized ngrams of the input. The convolution results in a feature map hm ∈
RN−K+1 for each of M total filters.
We then compute
gm = max ReLU(hm),
a ReLU non-linearity followed by a maxpool over the ngram dimension resulting in
g ∈ RM . A final linear fully-connected layer, W ∈ RC×M , with a bias, b ∈ RC , followed
by a softmax, produces the output distribution over C class labels, o ∈ RC :
o = softmax(Wg + b).
The base model is trained for sentence classification with a standard cross-entropy
loss. In some of our experiments, multiple filter widths are used, concatenating the
output of the maxpooling prior to the fully-connected layer.
Figure 1 illustrates the base model and introduces a running simplified example
used in subsequent figures. This base classifier (aside from the non-trivial observation
that we can get strong effectiveness, at significant computation saving, by convolving
over the top few layers of an imputation-trained deep network, such as BERT, as
frozen input, rather than fine-tuning a standard classification head and the millions of
parameters) is the standard classifier in NLP. The novelty of our approach comes in the
derivation of BLADE, which enables loss functions at varying label granularities, and
importantly, exemplar auditing, as discussed below.
2.2 Zero-shot Sequence Labeling with a CNN Binary Classifier: From Sentence-Level
Labels to Token-Level Labels with BLADE
Roughly speaking, the matrix multiplication of the output of the maxpooling layer
with the fully connected layer can be viewed as a weighted sum of the most relevant
filter-ngram interactions for each prediction class. More specifically, each term in Wg
contributing to the negative class prediction (for the purposes here, the class at index 1),
W1,1 · g1, . . . ,W1,M · gM , can be deterministically traced back to its corresponding filter
and the tokens in the window on which the filter was applied. For each token in the
input, we assign a negative class contribution score by summing all applicable terms in
W 1,1:Mg in which the token interacted with a filter that survived the maxpooling layer.
Some tokens may have a resulting score of zero. Similarly, we assign a positive class
contribution score by summing all applicable terms in W 2,1:Mg. We now have a decision
boundary for each token, assigning the positive class when the positive class contribution
score is greater than the negative class contribution score. To account for the bias in the
fully connected layer, we add the bias in the fully connected layer contributing to the
5 We use “document” and “sentence” interchangeably in this section. In the error detection experiments,
most instances are in fact a single sentence, whereas in the sentiment analysis experiments, most of the
instances consist of multi-sentence documents.
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Figure 1
Our approach is predicated on a standard one-dimensional convolutional neural network
(CNN), a base modeling approach that has been shown to be effective across tasks in previous
works. Above, we introduce a running toy example (with only 5 filters, each of width K = 1),
where (as in our real experiments) the input to the CNN is a concatenation of Word2Vec
embeddings (which are updated during training) and the top 4 (frozen) layers of the pre-trained
BERT model. (In principle, additional, or alternative, input embeddings/networks could be
concatenated, as well.) This is the base modeling approach for producing document-level
predictions. The novelty of our approach comes in deriving an attention-style mechanism from
the CNN and the linear layer (Figure 2), which enables flexibility in producing predictions
at—and defining loss functions for—a variety of label granularities. This further enables
exemplar auditing (Figure 3), an approach for introspecting inference with respect to a database
of instances and features.
negative class prediction to the negative class contribution scores, and we add the bias in
the fully connected layer contributing to the positive class prediction to the positive class
contribution scores.
More specifically, we use the notation
nm = arg max ReLU(hm),
to identify the index into the feature map hm that survived the maxpooling operation,
which corresponds to the application of filter m starting at index nm of the input (i.e.,
the set {nm, . . . , nm + (K − 1)} contains all of the indices of the input covered by this
particular application of the filter of width K). We then have a corresponding negative
contribution score s−n ∈ R for each input token:
s−n = (Σ
M
m=1W1,m · gm · ΣKk=1[n = nm + (k − 1)]) + b1,
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where we have used an Iverson bracket for the indicator function. The corresponding
positive contribution score s+n is analogous:
s+n = (Σ
M
m=1W2,m · gm · ΣKk=1[n = nm + (k − 1)]) + b2.
This readily generalizes to multiple classes, but we restrict our experiments here to
the binary case.
Figure 2 illustrates the approach. This decomposition then affords us considerable
flexibility in defining loss constraints to bias the filter weights according to the granu-
larity of the available labels, and/or according to other priors we may have regarding
our data.
Corresponding 
indexes
maxpool
Good 1953 theis keys paper .
Index 1 Index 2 Index 3 Index 4 Index 5 Index 6 Index 7
Binary Labeling via a Convolutional Decomposition (BLADE) Example Walkthrough
maxpool( ReLU( CNN output ) )
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8.1
0.2
-0.3
BiasIndex 5
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Index 5
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11 12 13 14 15
-51 22 23 24 25
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9.6 * 11 + 6.1 * 14 + 0.2 = 191.2s+5 =
s−5 = 9.6 * -51 + 6.1 * 24 + -0.3 = -343.5
s+−5 = s+5 − s−5 = 534.7
Good 1953 theis keys paper .
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7
0 0 0 0 1 0 0True labels
Predicted logits
Figure 2
Binary labeling via a convolutional decomposition (BLADE) is a maxpool attention-style
mechanism derived from a CNN and a linear layer (in our experiments presented here, always
as the final layer of a network) with a number of useful characteristics. Above, we illustrate the
approach with our running example from Figure 1. BLADE is a parsimonious, yet effective,
approach that yields sharp feature detections across a number of tasks, with varying
granularities of learning signals, from the fully-supervised sequence labeling setting to the
challenging zero-shot sequence labeling setting. The detection effectiveness and resolution
flexibility are useful across a number of practical NLP tasks, from grammatical error detection
(and other traditional sequence labeling tasks) to extractive summarization and text analysis.
The capacity of the attention mechanism is straightforward to increase (via increasing the
number of filters, and when applicable, widths), and it is an efficient and effective means of
incorporating expressive, pre-trained masked-language-model-style-loss (i.e.,
imputation-trained) models, such as BERT, without fine-tuning the full model. Importantly, the
CNN filter applications covering a given token are then coupled to the token-level prediction,
which enables exemplar auditing (Figure 3), which summarizes (the potentially very deep) input
to BLADE for a given feature.
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2.3 Supervised Sequence Labeling with BLADE
We can utilize the aforementioned decomposition to fine-tune against token-level labels,
when available. We subtract the negative class contribution scores from the positive class
contribution scores, passing the result through a sigmoid transformation for each token.
We minimize a binary cross-entropy loss, averaged over the non-padding tokens in the
mini-batch:
Ln = −yn · log σ(s+−n )− (1− yn) · log(1− σ(s+−n )),
where s+−n = s+n − s−n and yn ∈ {0, 1} is the corresponding true token label.
PyTorch autograd efficiently handles backpropagation through the constructed
structure. At test/inference time, token-level detection labels are determined in the
same manner as in the zero-shot setting.
2.4 BLADE Task-Specific Zero-Shot Loss Constraints: Min-Max
The base zero-shot formulation is appealing because it only requires labels at the
document level, and does not entail additional losses or other constraints beyond
the standard classifier. As we demonstrate below, this can be quite effective across
tasks, serving as an efficient and useful means of backing out token-level labels from
document-level labels. This mechanism also enables adding task-specific constraints,
where applicable, to bias the token contributions based on priors we may have about
our data. For example, Rei and Søgaard (2018b) proposes a min-max squared loss
constraint for grammatical error detection. We can capture this idea in our setting in
the following manner by fine-tuning with the following binary cross-entropy losses:
Lmin = − log(1− σ(s+−min)),
where s+−min = min(s
+−
1 , . . . , s
+−
n , . . . , s
+−
N ) is the smallest combined token contribution
in the sentence; and
Lmax = −Y · log σ(s+−max)− (1− Y ) · log(1− σ(s+−max)),
where s+−max = max(s
+−
1 , . . . , s
+−
n , . . . , s
+−
N ) is the largest combined token contribution in
the sentence and Y is the true sentence-level label. These two losses are then averaged
together over the mini-batch.
The intuition is to encourage correct sentences to have aggregated token contribu-
tions less than zero (i.e., no detected errors), and to encourage sentences with errors to
have at least one token contribution less than zero and at least one greater than zero (i.e.,
to encourage even incorrect sentences to have one or more correct tokens, since errors
are, in general, relatively rare).
We introduce these additional constraints via fine-tuning the CNN parameters. As
such, additional parameters to modulate multiple losses are not needed.
2.5 Exemplar Auditing
To aid in analyzing the decision-making process of the model, as well as to explore
the characteristics of the data, it can be useful to relate a prediction to an analogous
8
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As illustrated above, we can leverage the sharp feature detections from the BLADE layer as
points at which to cut the network, forming feature-wise summaries. For the training data, we
put these summaries (“exemplar vectors”) into a database, along with the model predictions and
associated meta data (such as the original sentences, and any true labels that are available). At
inference, we repeat the process of cutting the network to produce exemplar vectors, and for
tokens with positive predictions, we search the database for the closest exemplar vector from
training, comparing the test feature with the training feature and its associated prediction and
meta data. This allow us to introspect inference with respect to the training data, under the
model, and as we show, also provides a means of updating a model—in some settings—without
explicit re-training.
exemplar from the training set (or determine that such an exemplar does not exist).6 The
decomposition approach described above is conducive to making such comparisons at
the local level, since the CNN filters corresponding to a particular token (as used to
generate the respective s+−n value) can be used to fingerprint the token-level decision
(up to the ReLU and the constant that is the weights of the final fully connected layer),
as shown in Figure 3.
More specifically, with K = 1, for each token we have a vector
vn = h1,n, . . . , hm,n, . . . , hM,n,
6 This has many practical uses in addition to model and data analysis. In the case of error detection, we can
associate (and in fact, progressively modify, as necessary) explanations or other meta-data with training
instances, which can then be retrieved at inference.
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consisting of the components from each of the M feature maps corresponding to the
token at index n. We cache each of theseRM exemplar fingerprint vectors for each token
in the training set to create a database of exemplars. At inference time, we associate each
test token j with the training token i (and corresponding sentence) whose exemplar
fingerprint vector vi minimizes the Euclidean distance with that of the test token’s
vector vj :
arg min
vi
‖vj − vi‖2.
An end user can then manually compare the exemplar token and sentence from train-
ing with the test token and sentence, including the predictions and the ground-truth
sentence and token labels from training, where available. With expressive, contextu-
alized embeddings as inputs to the CNN, this approach facilitates matching on the
fine-grained features of interest while also in effect conditioning on the full, high-
dimensional sentence. In this way, the exemplar vectors serves as feature summaries
of the (potentially) very deep input into the CNN.
The exemplar can also be used as part of an empirical decision rule. Here, we ex-
periment with adding an inference-time constraint such that positive token-level predic-
tions are only admitted when the token-level prediction of the corresponding exemplar
token from training matches that of the test token (i.e., only when s+i > s
−
i ∧ s+j > s−j ).
We also consider variants in which we further require the training exemplar prediction
to match the ground-truth document-level or token-level labels, when available.7
We further consider augmenting the database of training set derived exemplar
vectors with exemplars from additional out-of-domain text not seen during training, but
for which the sentence-level or token-level labels are known.8 This allows us to exploit
the property that the model may struggle to accurately predict on out-of-domain data
(i.e., the aggregated sentence-level predictions may be noisy), but the exemplars can
nonetheless fingerprint, so to speak, such out-of-domain data. This has a number of
practical applications, such as providing a mechanism by which an end user can bias
the model output with local updates without requiring re-training.
2.6 Feature Extraction
BLADE also facilitates straightforward scoring of spans of text (from ngrams to full
sentences), serving as a type of feature extractor for each class. We can aggregate token
contributions across spans of text, which can have the effect of comparative, extractive
summarization, as illustrated in Figure 4. Here we assign scores to the negative class
ngrams as follows:
ngram−n:n+(z−1) = Σ
n+(z−1)
i=n (s
−
i − b1),
7 Note that, by design, when using decision rules in this manner, even when we consider ground-truth
token-level training labels, we still additionally require matches on the associated exemplar predictions.
The exemplar vectors (derived from the CNN filters) are tied to the linear layer via the predictions, which
involve weights from both a subset of the filters and a subset of the linear weights, so the predictions are
important for maintaining this connection with the conjunctive rules considered here.
8 We can also add data without known sentence-level labels and simply yield the empty set (null decision)
if such exemplars are chosen, but we leave that setting for future work.
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where z is the size of the ngram9. The score for the full sentence is then ngram−1:N .
The negative class ngrams are only calculated from sentences for which the sentence-
level model predicts the sentence as being negative. In our analysis below, we con-
sider unigram to 5-gram scores that are summed (total_ngram−n:n+(z−1)) or averaged
(mean_ngram−n:n+(z−1)) over the number of occurrences. Each sentence is scored by
calculating ngram−1:N , and then optionally, normalizing by the sentence length. The cor-
responding scores for the positive class, ngram+n:n+(z−1), are calculated in an analogous
manner.
With the true sentence-level labels, we can then identify the ngrams and sentences
most salient for each class (under this metric), and just as importantly for many appli-
cations, the ngrams and sentences that the model misclassifies.
This type of feature extraction serves as a type of comparative summarization, with
the scoring of full sentences resembling extractive summarization. We would suggest
that this is often the typical scenario for real-world use-cases for text summarization
and text analysis: Typically when large-scale automatic summarization is needed, the
de-facto goal is comparative summarization, comparing the contents of one group of
documents to one or more other distinct groups of documents (e.g., highlighting the
salient points from negative and positive reviews or comments for a particular product
or policy proposal).
Class Conditional Feature Analysis (i.e., Comparative, Extractive Summarization) via BLADE
0
True label
Word ordering is the key task 
for understanding language.)
ngram+1:N(
Word ordering is the key task 
for understanding language.)
ngram−1:N( Good 1953 is the keys paper.)ngram−1:N(
Good 1953 is the keys paper.)ngram+1:N(
1
True label
Figure 4
The ability to produce class conditional scores across arbitrary spans of text has a number of
useful applications, serving as a type of comparative, extractive summarization. Above we
illustrate the process of separating the negative and positive contribution scores for documents
for each of the known, ground-truth document labels, with a simple caricature of the
sentence-level scores to emphasize the dichotomy of aggregating negative and positive scores
for the associated and non-associated class labels. This aids in revealing the data most
closely—correctly and incorrectly—associated with each label, under the model. Importantly, in
text analysis settings, this is useful even if the true token- or document-level labels are known,
since such analyses may reveal patterns in the data not known in the existing labeling (see, for
example, our analysis of the counterfactually-augmented data and contrast sets data in
Section 4), including annotation mistakes.
9 Note, for the purposes here, we are ranking negative and positive class ngrams separately, so we simply
ignore the constant bias term. If we instead compare the combined s+− scores, of course, the bias can be
re-added, as applicable.
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3. Grammatical Error Detection
The task of grammatical error detection is to detect grammatical errors (binary presence
or absence) in a sentence at the token level.
3.1 Grammatical Error Detection: Experiments
In our experiments, we evaluate detection in the setting of zero-shot sequence labeling
(i.e., we seek evaluation at the token level, but the models are only given access to labels
at the sentence level for training), and in the fully-supervised sequence labeling setting.
3.1.1 Data. We follow past work on error detection and use the standard training, dev,
and test splits of the publicly released subset of the First Certificate in English (FCE)
dataset (Yannakoudakis, Briscoe, and Medlock 2011; Rei and Yannakoudakis 2016)10,
consisting of 28.7k, 2.2k, and 2.7k labeled sentences, respectively.
3.1.2 Models.
CNN Model. Our base CNN model uses filter widths of 3, 4, and 5, with 100 filter maps
each. For consistency with past work on zero-shot grammatical error detection, we fine
tune 300 dimensional word-embeddings with the publicly available Glove embeddings
(Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014), with a vocabulary of size 7,500.
CNN+BERT Model. We also consider a model, CNN+BERT, which makes use of the
large-scale pre-trained model of Devlin et al. (2018). This Bidirectional Encoder Repre-
sentations from Transformers (BERT) model is a multi-layer bidirectional Transformer
(Vaswani et al. 2017). The model is trained with masked-language modeling and next-
sentence prediction objectives with large amounts of unlabeled data from 3.3 billion
words. We use the publicly available pre-trained BERTLARGE model with the case-
preserving WordPiece (Wu et al. 2016) model.11
We take a feature-based approach, concatenating the top four hidden layers of the
pre-trained BERT model with the input word-embeddings of the CNN, resulting in
4,396-dimensional input embeddings. In the CNN+BERT experiments, we use the pre-
trained Word2Vec word embeddings of Mikolov et al. (2013) for consistency with the
past supervised detection work of Rei and Yannakoudakis (2016). Prior to evaluation, to
maintain alignment with the original tokenization and labels, the WordPiece tokeniza-
tion is reversed (i.e., de-tokenized), with positive/negative token contribution scores
averaged over fragments for original tokens split into separate WordPieces.
uniCNN+BERT Model. The contextualized embeddings themselves are capable of mod-
eling dependencies between words and position information, so we also consider a
CNN that uses a single filter width of 1. In this case, we increase the number of filter
maps to 1000. We refer to this model as UNICNN+BERT.
For the zero-shot setting, we also consider fine-tuning the trained UNICNN+BERT
model with the min-max loss, which we label UNICNN+BERT+MM.
10 https://ilexir.co.uk/datasets/index.html
11 We use the PyTorch (https://pytorch.org/) reimplementation of the original code base available at
https://github.com/huggingface/pytorch-pretrained-BERT. Our code and output will be
publicly available at https://github.com/allenschmaltz/BLADE.
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Optimization and Tuning. For our zero-shot detection models, CNN, CNN+BERT and
UNICNN+BERT, we optimize for sentence-level classification, choosing the training
epoch with the highest sentence-level F1 score on the dev set, without regard to token-
level labels. These models do not have access to token-level labels for training or tuning.
We set aside 1k token-labeled sentences from the dev set to tune the token-level
F0.5 score for comparison purposes for the experiments labeled CNN+BERT+1K and
UNICNN+BERT+1K.
In all experiments (including both the zero-shot and supervised settings), dropout,
with a probability of 0.5, is applied on the output of the maxpooling operation, and we
train with Adadelta (Zeiler 2012) with a batch size of 50.
uniCNN+BERT+S* Model. We also train the UNICNN+BERT model with token-level
labels, which we refer to as UNICNN+BERT+S*, where the +S* here (and else-
where) indicates that the model has access to token-level labels for training. The
UNICNN+BERT+S* model is initialized with the weights of the UNICNN+BERT
model trained for binary sentence-level classification. For calculating the loss at training,
we assign each WordPiece to have the detection label of its original corresponding
token, with the loss of a mini-batch averaged across all of the WordPieces (i.e., ignoring
any leading or trailing sentence padding). Evaluation is performed as in the zero-shot
setting.
3.1.3 Exemplar Auditing Decision Rules.
In-Domain Data. For each of the UNICNN models, we also evaluate using the exemplar
auditing decision rule, only admitting positive token-level predictions when the pre-
dictions from both the test token and the corresponding exemplar token from training
match. We identify these experiments with the label +EXA. The Euclidean distances are
calculated at the word level, and we use averaged exemplar vectors when a word is
split across multiple WordPieces.
Expanded Database with Out-of-Domain Data. We also consider a series of experiments
in which we introduce additional well-formed data from another domain. We examine
behavior on well-formed news-domain text, which is of practical concern, as we desire
error detection models that are robust in the presence of well-formed, correct sentences,
even if from a different domain as training. To evaluate this scenario, we consider
models trained with additional text from the news domain, as well as models trained
with the standard FCE set but given access to the news-oriented text only via the
exemplars, as described in more detail below.
We sample 50,000 sentences from the One Billion Word Benchmark dataset (Chelba
et al. 2013), which are assigned negative class sentence-level labels, using the designa-
tion +NEWS50K for models trained with these 50,000 sentences in addition to the original
FCE training dataset. We also add a (disjoint) sample of 2,000 sentences from the One
Billion Word Benchmark dataset to the FCE test set for evaluation.
Models that have access to exemplars from the set of 50,000 sentences from the
One Billion Word Benchmark dataset, and for which predictions are only admitted with
the +EXA rule and the additional constraint that the exemplar is from a sentence with
a positive label (i.e., has a positive ground-truth label), are indicated with the label
+EXAG50K. This means that for models trained with the FCE training set and the 50,000
sentences (i.e., +NEWS50K), the database of exemplars simply consists of the training
data (i.e., the FCE training set and the 50,000 news sentences). For the models from
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other experiments (i.e., just with the FCE training set, which do not have the suffix
+NEWS50K), this means that we perform inference on the 50,000 sentences to derive
the exemplars (which are then added to the database, along with those of the FCE set,
which are seen in training), but those sentences are never explicitly seen in training. The
real-world analogue would be that a trained model could be distributed to users, and
then the users could add additional sentences to the exemplar database which could
be accessed in subsequent inference steps via the aforementioned decision rules (or
simply as references) without costly retraining. For grammatical error correction, this
would mean the users could add already correct sentences. In principle, it would also
be possible (but we do not consider these situations in our simulations) for the user to
add additional incorrect sentences, or to mark existing sentences in the database to be
ignored (via the exemplars).
In further experiments, we use the designation +EXA50K to indicate that the
database has access to the 50,000 sentences in addition to the FCE training set, but
we only admit predictions based on the +EXA rule. We use the designation +EXAG
to indicate that the database has the standard FCE training set sentences, but we also
add the additional constraint that the retrieved exemplar must have a ground-truth
sentence-level label for the prediction to be admitted.
3.1.4 Previous Approaches and Baselines.
Previous Zero-shot Sequence Models. Recent work has approached zero-shot error detec-
tion by modifying and analyzing bidirectional LSTM taggers, which have been shown
to work comparatively well on the task in the fully supervised setting. The work of Rei
and Søgaard (2018b) adds a soft-attention mechanism to a bidirectional LSTM tagger,
training with additional loss functions to encourage the attention weights to yield more
accurate token-level labels, consistent with the token-level human annotations, which
are not provided in training and must be learned indirectly from the sentence-level
labels. The attention values at each token position are used to generate token-level
classifications. We use the label LSTM-ATTN-SW, as in the original work, to refer to
this model. Previous work also considered a gradient-based approach to analyze this
same model (here, LSTM-ATTN-BP) and the model without the attention mechanism
(LSTM-LAST-BP), by fitting a parametric model (a Gaussian) to the distribution of
magnitudes of the gradients of the word representations with respect to the sentence-
level loss.
Previous Supervised Sequence Models. For comparison purposes, we include results with
recent fully supervised sequence models appearing in the literature. Rei and Yan-
nakoudakis (2016) compares various word-based neural sequence models, finding that
a word-based bidirecitonal LSTM model was the most effective (LSTM-BASE+S*).
Rei and Søgaard (2018b) compares against a bidirectional LSTM tagger, with character
representations concatenated with word embeddings, trained with a cross-entropy loss
against the token-level labels (LSTM+S*). The model of Rei (2017) extends this model
with an auxiliary language modeling objective (LSTM+LM+S*). This model is further
enhanced with a character-level language modeling objective and supervised attention
mechanisms in Rei and Søgaard (2018a) (here, LSTM+JOINT+S*).
The recent work of Bell, Yannakoudakis, and Rei (2019) examines incorporating var-
ious contextualized embeddings with the LSTM+LM+S* model, finding that a feature-
based approach of concatenating BERT embeddings with the input word embeddings
yields a new state-of-the-art for the fully supervised case. We refer to this approach
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Table 1
FCE test set results. The LSTM model results are as reported in Rei and Søgaard (2018b). With
the exception of LSTM+S*, all models only have access to sentence-level labels while training.
Sent Token-level
Model F1 P R F1
LSTM+S* - 49.15 26.96 34.76
RANDOM 58.30 15.30 50.07 23.44
MAJORITYCLASS 80.88 15.20 100. 26.39
LSTM-LAST-BP 85.10 29.49 16.07 20.80
LSTM-ATTN-BP 85.14 27.62 17.81 21.65
LSTM-ATTN-SW 85.14 28.04 29.91 28.27
CNN 84.24 20.43 50.75 29.13
CNN+BERT 86.35 26.76 61.82 37.36
UNICNN+BERT 86.28 47.67 36.70 41.47
using the pre-trained BERTLARGE model as LSTM+LM+BERT+S*. The work of Bell,
Yannakoudakis, and Rei (2019) finds that the smaller BERTBASE model yields marginally
better results on the FCE dataset. We refer to this model as LSTM+LM+BERTBASE+S*.
Additional Baselines. For reference, we also provide a RANDOM baseline, which classifies
based on a fair coin flip, and a MAJORITYCLASS baseline, which in this case always
chooses the positive (i.e., with an error) class.
3.2 Grammatical Error Detection: Results
Table 1 contains the main results with the models only given access to sentence-level la-
bels, as well as the fully supervised baseline LSTM+S* from previous work. We see that
the proposed CNN model approach has a similar F1 score to the previously proposed
LSTM-ATTN-SW, as a result of strong recall, but weaker precision. With the advantage
of the pre-trained contextualized embeddings from BERT, the CNN+BERT model ac-
tually has a competitive F1 score with the model given full token-level supervision for
training and signal from additional unlabeled data via pre-trained word embeddings.
Further gains are seen with the UNICNN+BERT model, which substantially improves
precision over the CNN+BERT model.
The CNN+BERT model is significantly more effective than the baseline CNN
model. The CNN model also utilizes signal from billions of tokens of unlabeled data
via pre-trained embeddings, but the CNN+BERT has the advantage of the pre-trained
contextualized (Transformer) embeddings (trained via an imputation-style loss12) and
a larger vocabulary due to the WordPiece embeddings. The Transformer architecture
12 We speculate, but leave to future work due to the (very substantial) computational costs of running such
an ablation, that ceteris paribus, if a deep, expressive network is used as frozen input to the BLADE layer,
it is important that it be trained with an imputation-style loss (such as a masked-language-model loss). If
the high-parameter input were biased toward particular features (e.g., portions of the sentence), it would
be difficult for the (typically) much lower parameter count BLADE layer to recover from such biases.
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potentially allows the CNN+BERT model to consider longer-distance dependencies
than the local windows of the standard CNN.
It is important to highlight that the zero-shot sequence labeling F1 scores of the non-
BERT models are only a modest delta from the majority class baseline, which highlights
the challenging nature of the task. Furthermore, even with relatively strong sentence-
level classifiers, the F1 scores of the back-propagation-based approaches of LSTM-
ATTN-BP and LSTM-LAST-BP reported in previous work actually fall below random
baselines.
In Table 1, we see that the F1 scores of the strongest zero-shot models can be
competitive with the fully supervised model LSTM+S*. Furthermore, we see in Table 2
that the UNICNN+BERT model is actually stronger than the fully supervised LSTM-
BASE+S* model in terms of F0.5, which is the common metric for grammatical error
detection, used under the assumption that end users prefer higher precision systems.
The LSTM-BASE+S* model was the state-of-the-art model on the task as recently as
2016, although we also see in Table 2 that significant improvements in F0.5 have been
achieved with the more recent supervised models, which are clearly superior to the
UNICNN+BERT model in terms of precision.
Fine-tuning the zero-shot model UNICNN+BERT with the min-max loss constraint
(UNICNN+BERT+MM) has the effect of increasing precision and decreasing recall, as
seen in Table 2. This results in a modest increase in F0.5, but also a decrease in F1 (to
38.04), for the UNICNN+BERT+MM. Whether or not this is a desirable tradeoff will
likely depend on the particular use case.
The aforementioned results are for the true zero-shot sequence-labeling setting,
in which a model is not given access to token-level labels. For further reference, Ta-
ble 2 also compares lightly and fully supervised variants with recent fully supervised
detection approaches based on F0.5. For illustrative purposes, CNN+BERT+1K and
UNICNN+BERT+1K are given access to 1,000 token-labeled sentences to tune a single
parameter, an offset on the decision boundary, for each model. This lightweight means
of supervision yields modest gains for both models and may be useful in practice
when small amounts of token-labeled data are available, although the UNICNN+BERT,
in particular, already has a reasonably strong F0.5 score without modification of the
decision boundary.
The CNN+BERT model is a relatively strong sentence-level classifier. For reference,
the sentence-level F1 score of 86 is effectively the same as the sentence-level F1 score
of 86 of LSTM+JOINT+S*, despite the latter being a significantly stronger token-
level sequence labeler, at least on precision-oriented metrics. The binary classification
scores are also similar for CNN+BERT and UNICNN+BERT, despite differing token-
level effectiveness, which demonstrates that the architecture choice (serving as a type
of prior imposed on the problem) with regard to generating token-level labels from
document-level labels is important. It is also important to reiterate that due to the non-
identifiability of the network parameters, there is no guarantee that even the supervised
models would yield the same estimates across training runs, which further emphasizes
the additional value of the exemplar auditing mechanism, which provides a means of
introspecting inference with respect to training.
The UNICNN+BERT+S* model is a strong supervised sequence labeler. As seen
in Table 2, it is nominally stronger than the current state-of-the-art models recently
presented in Bell, Yannakoudakis, and Rei (2019). The effectiveness is likely similar
for all practical purposes, as +/- 2 points is likely to be well within parameter noise
for these types of models (recall the BERT model itself has 340 million parameters)
and just as importantly, likely within noise of what an end-user would perceive. It is
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Table 2
Comparisons with recent state-of-the-art supervised detection models on the FCE test set.
Models marked with +S* have access to approximately 28.7k token-level labeled sentences for
training and 2.2k for tuning. Models marked with +1K have access to 28.7k sentence-level
labeled sentences for training and 1k token-level labeled sentences for tuning. The
UNICNN+BERT and UNICNN+BERT+MM models only have access to sentence-level labeled
sentences. The results of the LSTM models are as previously reported in the literature.
Token-level
Model P R F0.5
LSTM+JOINT+S* 65.53 28.61 52.07
LSTM+LM+S* 58.88 28.92 48.48
LSTM-BASE+S* 46.1 28.5 41.1
LSTM+LM+BERTBASE+S* 64.96 38.89 57.28
LSTM+LM+BERT+S* 64.51 38.79 56.96
UNICNN+BERT+S* 75.00 31.40 58.70
CNN+BERT+1K 47.11 28.83 41.81
UNICNN+BERT+1K 63.89 23.27 47.36
UNICNN+BERT 47.67 36.70 44.98
UNICNN+BERT+MM 54.87 29.10 46.62
Table 3
Empirical results utilizing exemplar auditing as a decision rule. Token-level positive decisions
are only admitted when the test prediction matches that of the exemplar from training. This has
the effect of increasing precision across all of the models.
Token-level
Model P R F0.5
UNICNN+BERT+S*+EXA 85.14 22.00 54.09
UNICNN+BERT+EXA 56.36 26.92 46.24
UNICNN+BERT+MM+EXA 63.79 20.03 44.39
interesting, though, that these rather different architectures yield similar results, as the
UNICNN+BERT+S* model is in some sense a (multi-) weighted “bag” of contextu-
alized embeddings and input word embeddings, whereas the LSTM+LM+BERT+S*
model utilizes a more expressive recurrent model. This reflects that the BERT models
themselves are relatively capable models of well-formed sentences, and as we show
below, we can then use the BLADE layer to summarize relevant features from such a
deep model, yielding a means of matching a test time feature to a training feature and
instance. In this setting, the proposed approach for exemplar auditing enables matching
with a focus on the local decision, while also taking into account the full sentence as a
result of these contextualized embeddings.
Table 3 illustrates using the proposed exemplar auditing approach as a decision
rule. Across models, this results in an increase in precision. We additionally observed
that the average distance to the exemplars was greater for mis-predictions, suggesting
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Table 4
Empirical results on the FCE test set augmented with 2,000 already correct news-oriented
sentences. With +EXAG50K, token-level positive decisions are only admitted when the test
prediction matches that of the exemplar from training and the associated sentence from training
has a positive label. In this case of +EXAG50K, the database contains exemplars from 50k
sentences of news-oriented sentences in addition to the FCE training set. Models with the
additional label of +NEWS50K see those same 50k sentences in training, as well. This means, for
example, that the UNICNN+BERT+MM+EXAG50K model is trained only with the FCE training
set, and it only has access to the 50k news sentences via the exemplar database, whereas the
UNICNN+BERT+NEWS50K+EXAG50K model has access to the 50k news sentences via the
exemplar database and sees them during training. Additional labels are described in the main
text.
Token-level
Model P R F0.5
UNICNN+BERT+NEWS50K 26.64 40.13 28.56
UNICNN+BERT+NEWS50K+EXA50K 36.71 28.72 34.78
UNICNN+BERT+NEWS50K+EXAG50K 47.10 26.55 40.79
UNICNN+BERT+MM+NEWS50K 61.80 11.67 33.25
UNICNN+BERT+MM+NEWS50K+EXA50K 69.00 06.42 23.40
UNICNN+BERT+MM+NEWS50K+EXAG50K 68.89 06.39 23.31
UNICNN+BERT+MM 25.04 29.10 25.76
UNICNN+BERT+MM+EXA 31.24 20.03 28.10
UNICNN+BERT+MM+EXAG 31.29 20.03 28.13
UNICNN+BERT+MM+EXA50K 30.76 19.94 27.75
UNICNN+BERT+MM+EXAG50K 65.08 17.62 42.30
that an empirical bound could also be set on allowable distances, which could be
particularly useful as another constraint if the evaluation data has the potential to differ
significantly from that seen in training. More generally, we found the combination of
feature identification from BLADE and feature matching from exemplar auditing to be
a useful means of exploring and analyzing the model and data. We provide examples
in Appendix B.
Out-of-domain Data. Table 4 considers the more challenging setting in which the FCE
test set has been augmented with 2,000 additional already correct sentences in the news
domain. Just applying the UNICNN+BERT+MM model to this modified test set yields
a large number of false positives on the already correct data, yielding a F0.5 of 25.76
(c.f., the F0.5 score of 46.62 on the original test set, as shown in Table 2). Applying the
exemplar auditing decision rule (UNICNN+BERT+MM+EXA) still results in a low F0.5
score (albeit with a slight increase in precision, consistent with earlier results), even with
the additional restriction of requiring the exemplar to have a positive ground-truth label
(UNICNN+BERT+MM+EXAG). This is to be expected (and in this sense, is faithful to
the underlying model), since we have not added additional information relative to what
was seen in training. The news sentences are rather different than the FCE data (in terms
of diction, sophistication of the sentence structures, topics, etc.), so this is representative
of a setting in which a model is reasonably effective on in-domain data, but is much
worse on out-of-domain data. Importantly, this out-of-domain data is what we might
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reasonably expect to be encountered by a real correction system: The system might
primarily be used on a language learner’s documents, but at the same time, we would
not want it to catastrophically fail on well-written text from other domains.
Interestingly, if we add 50k news domain sentences into the exemplar database and
make use of the true sentence-level labels (UNICNN+BERT+MM+EXAG50K), we see
a very substantial increase in the F0.5 score to 42.30. (Note that the exemplar rules in
this case make use of the ground-truth sentence-level labels in the database, but the
ground-truth labels from the test sentences are, of course, never seen.) Although these
sentences are not seen in explicit training, the model is able to distinguish these new
sentences from the sentences that were seen in training, and as such, we can leverage
the matching ability of the exemplar auditing approach. Importantly, this is possible
even though the model is not particularly effective at generating predictions on these
sentences, as we see that the score when not utilizing the ground-truth sentence-level
label as an additional constraint (UNICNN+BERT+MM+EXA50K) remains low.
For reference, we also examine the model when training with the additional 50k
sentences. Presumably as a result of class imbalance (now there is a much larger
proportion of already correct sentences in training, which differs from the original
training and test sets), the F0.5 score of the UNICNN+BERT+NEWS50K model when
applied to the original FCE test set (a result not shown in the tables) is 39.57, which
is lower than the result of 44.98 of the equivalent model trained with the original FCE
training set (as shown in Table 2). The score of 28.56 of the UNICNN+BERT+NEWS50K
model on the augmented test set (Table 4) is also relatively low. The precision-recall
balance flips when we apply the prediction-oriented exemplar auditing decision rule
(UNICNN+BERT+NEWS50K+EXA50K), with a modest increase of the (still low) F0.5
score to 34.78. Interestingly, we see a much greater improvement by simply applying
the ground-truth label constraint (UNICNN+BERT+NEWS50K+EXAG50K). The latter
we get for free (recall the labels come from the training set) and should generally be used
in practice, but for analysis purposes, it is interesting to see that the difference between
just using the predictions as a constraint is much larger than with the experiments on the
standard FCE training set, which is likely reflective of the weaker baseline effectiveness
of these models on this augmented dataset.
In Table 4, we also see one possible pathological case of the min-max
loss. Quite possibly because of the class imbalance (now most token contribu-
tions will be encouraged to be low, since all of the added news sentences are
of the negative—i.e., already correct—class), the model is driven to very high
precision and low recall (UNICNN+BERT+MM+NEWS50K). Furthermore, adding
the exemplar auditing constraints (UNICNN+BERT+MM+NEWS50K+EXA50K and
UNICNN+BERT+MM+NEWS50K+EXAG50K) further pushes the precision up, which
results in low overall F0.5 scores.
In summary, there are two important take-aways from these out-of-domain exper-
iments. (1) On the more challenging augmented test set, the effectiveness gains of the
exemplar auditing decision rules are much greater than on the standard test set, even
when similar out-of-domain data is included in the training set (i.e., the +NEWS50K
experiments). We take this as evidence that this exemplar auditing approach is one
means of ameliorating the effects of class imbalance, as we see a rather significant
rise in effectiveness for the UNICNN+BERT+NEWS50K+EXAG50K case. Of course, one
could also re-weight the instance weights in training to ameliorate the imbalance issue.
However, the key point is that with any new domain data, the model would then need
to be re-trained with applicable weights (which would potentially need to differ across
users or use-cases), which rapidly becomes very computationally expensive and time-
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consuming. The exemplar auditing approach requires expanding the exemplar database
with a concomitant time and space expense due to the exemplar search, but presum-
ably in practice, most user-initiated updates to the database would result in relatively
few additions. (2) The exemplars from the UNICNN+BERT+MM model are relatively
informative for distinguishing sentences from the observed training set and additional
out-of-domain data, even though the model itself is a relatively weak classifier over
the out-of-domain data. This observation points to important practical implications: We
can train our model on available in-domain data and then a user can add additional
data without explicit re-training. Interestingly, in this case where the exemplar auditing
decision rule is used to censor the non-positive predictions, the F0.5 score is competitive
with (and in fact, nominally higher than) the case when the out-of-domain data is added
to training, which is presumably because the benefit of the exemplar auditing decision
rule has outstripped the dampening effect of the aforementioned class imbalance.
3.3 Grammatical Error Detection: Discussion
The baseline expectations for zero-shot grammatical error detection models are low
given the difficulty of the fully supervised case. It is therefore relatively surprising that
a model such as UNICNN+BERT, when given only sentence-level labels, can yield a
reasonably decent sequence model that is in the ballpark of some recent fully supervised
models (albeit without the advantage of the contextualized embeddings, which greatly
benefits the supervised models, as well).
By aggregating the token-level contributions from both the negative and positive
weights of the fully-connected layer and applicable CNN filters, we can generate sharp
feature detections, and the derivation of the BLADE layer allows us to use this as an
attention-style mechanism, training with varying label resolutions and loss functions.
From these sharp feature detections, we derive feature specific summarizations via
the exemplar auditing mechanism. Importantly, this mechanism provides a means of
relating a test sentence with instances from training, which can be useful for examining
the behavior of the model, and in practice, showing an end user relevant examples with
ground-truth labels.
We have also demonstrated that the exemplar auditing approach has an additional
advantageous characteristic: We can add exemplars to the database over data never
seen in training. We can then use the decision rules to constrain predictions over such
out-of-domain data. This has numerous implications for deploying such neural models
in real-world settings. For grammar detection, this addresses the pernicious challenge
of models that are reasonably effective on learner data, but then emit a large number
of false positives on well-formed text in another domain. It also opens the possibility
for an end user to make local updates to a neural model without formal re-training,
either by editing labels associated with an instance already in the database, or adding
an altogether new instance to the database.
4. Counterfactually-Augmented Sentiment Data
Recent work (Kaushik, Hovy, and Lipton 2019) has suggested that classification models
can be encouraged to rely less on correlated, spurious (e.g., domain specific) features
by having crowd-workers augment the original datasets with minimal, local revisions
that flip the class labels. Classification models can then be trained with the source-
target pairs (“counterfactually-augmented data”). In related work, Gardner et al. (2020)
proposes making such revisions with professional annotators, with a focus on using the
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resulting “contrast sets” to evaluate models (as opposed to generating such annotations
on the larger scale as is typically needed for training). This is envisioned as serving
as a general protocol for collecting data that is (at least somewhat) independent from
biases arising in the original data collection process, which can be severe in synthetic
tasks and datasets, but can also be present in language datasets derived from otherwise
naturally occurring human interactions, if such data is not a representative sample of
the distribution.
The work of Kaushik, Hovy, and Lipton (2019), in particular, is analogous to training
a model for a transduction task by including both the source and target in training.
This has been considered in previous work for grammatical error identification (i.e.,
determining whether or not a sentence has an error, with evaluation at the sentence
level) in Schmaltz et al. (2016), using a sequence-to-sequence model, where classifi-
cation is determined by equality between source and target. In this and follow-up
work (Schmaltz et al. 2017) on the related task of grammatical error correction (i.e.,
generating a corrected version of a source sentence), source-target pairs are represented
with explicit insertion and deletion tags13, which facilitates a straightforward means of
tuning the model’s propensity to generate changes.14
Kaushik, Hovy, and Lipton (2019) and Gardner et al. (2020) depart from this earlier
work in proposing re-annotating data to create source-target pairs for tasks not nec-
essarily typically considered as local transduction tasks (of which grammatical error
correction and machine translation post-editing are the standard archetypes), such as
sentiment analysis. As an important distinction, a guiding motivation of Kaushik, Hovy,
and Lipton (2019) is to evaluate whether the source-target pairs themselves are sufficient
for yielding more robust models, which was not considered in previous work.15
Focusing on the sentiment data, since core parts of that analysis pipeline can
be viewed through the lens of binary classification, we analyze the counterfactually-
augmented and contrast sets data with BLADE and exemplar auditing:
1. For reference, we provide a comparison of sentence-level classification
effectiveness with past work fine-tuning the full BERT model parameters
and our standard setup of fine-tuning the BLADE layer with frozen
contextualized embeddings. We find that BLADE with frozen BERTLARGE
embeddings is comparable to past work fine-tuning the full
BERTBASE_UNCASED model (which is more computationally intensive at
training), and observe a modest decrease (1 to 3 accuracy points) using
BLADE with the frozen BERTBASE_UNCASED embeddings.
13 It is an interesting question to ask whether such explicit deletion/insertion diff tags are still even relevant
for sequence-to-sequence generation given the exemplar auditing mechanism proposed in this work. We
hypothesize that they are now largely deprecated, since a candidate diff change (in beam search) can be
compared with exemplar vectors from training (with a bias offset, as necessary), but we leave such an
experiment to future work, given the primary focus here on classification.
14 Incidentally, the early work of Schmaltz et al. (2016) does consider adding the parallel source-target pairs
(without diffs) for training the baseline CNN (since explicit diff tags cannot typically be included in a
standard, non-generative classification model, because they would not be present at inference), as noted
in the final paragraph of Section 5.1 of that work. However, an ablation with disjoint source-target pairs
was not included in the published Shared Task report.
15 Schmaltz et al. (2017) does consider domain information for the generation setting, but importantly,
special tags are used to model the journal domain, rather than relying on (or evaluating whether) the
inclusion of the parallel source-target pairs themselves influences effectiveness across domains for
classification.
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2. Ceteris paribus, we do observe a modest increase in review-level and
token-level (zero-shot sequence labeling) sentiment detection when using
the parallel source-target pairs on original and revised reviews in some
settings; however, a non-trivial proportion of the previously reported
effect appears to be driven by the differing distributions of language in the
original and revised reviews, as demonstrated by experiments with
disjoint source-target pairs.
3. With our model, we find that including parallel source-target pairs does
not consistently improve effectiveness on SemEval-2017 data, which is a
significant domain shift from that of training.
4. We perform a series of experiments to probe the behavior of the exemplar
auditing decision rules for token-level detection, demonstrating updating
a model (via the exemplar database) without re-training and showing that
in some cases, the variations in detection effectiveness between models
trained with parallel vs. disjoint source-target pairs can be closed by
accessing a database with token-level labels. This suggests an alternative
(but not incompatible addition) to counterfactually-augmented data: We
can train a model on multiple domains (not necessarily parallel
source-target pairs) and have annotators (or probabilistic models) mark
relevant features at the token level, and then filter spurious or
confounding features at inference via the decision rules, as applicable. This
may be significantly cheaper than having annotators produce local
source-target re-writes, and it avoids the re-writing process that can itself
generate pathologies (as noted below).
5. We BLADE the data, showing that the counterfactually-augmented data is
relatively easy to distinguish from original reviews (at approx. 80 percent
accuracy), and we use our proposed analysis methods to readily reveal
distributional differences in the original and revised data. Interestingly, the
professionally annotated contrast set revisions are also relatively easy to
distinguish from original reviews. These experiments illustrate the text
analytic utility of our proposed approach, but they also highlight a
characteristic of local source-target re-annotations that we should be
cognizant of: Re-annotating in this manner can create phrases that are
relatively deep in the tails of the distribution of language for a particular
task. Given that exemplar auditing can filter instances far from the
observed data, such a re-annotating scheme may not be the most efficient
use of resources, unless external factors preclude collecting additional
naturally occurring data from another domain.
4.1 Counterfactually-Augmented Sentiment Data: Experiments
We consider the task of predicting binary document-level sentiment in IMDb movie
reviews. We additionally analyze token-level sentiment diffs (as defined below), which
serves as a zero-shot sequence labeling task since we only consider labels at the doc-
ument level for training. Similarly, we consider the task of distinguishing original
and revised reviews at the document-level in the counterfactually-augmented data of
Kaushik, Hovy, and Lipton (2019) and the contrast sets data of Gardner et al. (2020).
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4.1.1 Predicting Sentiment (Negative vs. Positive).
Data: Review-Level Sentiment. We use the publicly available IMDb data of Kaushik, Hovy,
and Lipton (2019)16. This consists of movie reviews with negative sentiment (class 0) and
positive sentiment (class 1), including reviews from the original review site (original,
or ORIG.) and counterfactually-augmented revisions (REV.), the latter of which were
created by crowd-workers who annotated the original reviews with local, minimal
changes that flip the document-level sentiment label.
For review-level17 sentiment, we follow the main splits of the original work and
train on a sample of 3.4k original reviews, ORIG. (3.4k), and the original reviews
combined with their corresponding revisions, ORIG.+REV. (1.7k+1.7k), which means
parallel source-target pairs are included, the combination of which matches the size of
the 3.4k set of only originals for comparison purposes. We also consider the full set of
original reviews, ORIG. (19k), and the full set combined with the revisions, ORIG.+REV.
(19k+1.7k). (Revisions are expensive to create, so they were only created for the 1.7k
subset.)
We also consider an important subset not considered in the original work. We
create disjoint source-target pairs by removing the corresponding original reviews and
leaving the revisions. We then add in samples from the remaining full set of original
reviews (ensuring that they are disjoint from the parallel originals that were dropped)
to fill out the remaining sample size, as applicable. For the smaller set this results in
a set of 3.4k reviews, the same size as the applicable parallel set. We use the label
ORIG.DISJOINT+REV. (1.7k+1.7k) for this subset. For the larger set, we simply remove
any original reviews that match the original reviews paired with revised reviews,
which results in a marginally smaller (in relative terms) set, for which we use the label
ORIG.DISJOINT+REV. (19k-1.7k+1.7k). (For the dev split, for each parallel source-target
pair in the dev file, we randomly select one of either the original or revised reviews.
The resulting dev set is half the size of the parallel file.) The core of the argument of
Kaushik, Hovy, and Lipton (2019) is predicated on training with parallel source-target
pairs, so it is important to control for the differing language distribution that may be
contained in the revisions, which is possible with these disjoint pair experiments. In
other words, with these experiments, we can assess whether having both the source and
target is driving the effectiveness difference relative to just using the original reviews,
or if it is largely due to domain differences (i.e., unique language used in the revised
vs. original reviews). We can also view the disjoint pairs as a rough proxy for simply
including reviews from another domain, because as we show below, the revision data
has a distinctively different language distribution than the originals.
Data: Token-Level Sentiment Diffs. We use the parallel original and revision data to create
a proxy for token-level sentiment labels. Treating positive reviews as the source, we
generate source-target transduction diffs in the same manner as Schmaltz et al. (2017).
(This is possible because we have parallel original and revised reviews, each of which
has a ground-truth negative or positive document-level sentiment label.) This results in
a series of insertion and deletion tags (where replacements are represented by a deletion
immediately followed by an insertion). We then assign the positive class (class 1) to any
16 Available at https://github.com/acmi-lab/counterfactually-augmented-data.
17 We use “document” and “review” interchangeably in this section. Note that most reviews consist of
multiple sentences.
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Table 5
Example of creating the ground-truth token-level sentiment diffs data from parallel source
(positive sentiment) and target (negative sentiment) data, where tokens associated with
document-level positive sentiment receive the positive (class 1) label for this binary sequence
labeling task. This review is an instructive example, because while often the positive diff labels
correspond to what an annotator would label as 1 (for positive sentiment), occasionally there are
edge cases created by the diff process that are—at the very least—debatable. For example, here,
we actually see “not“ take the 1 label, which makes sense given the original and revised versions
of the reviews, but an independent annotator tasked with labeling positive words might not
necessarily label the tokens in this way. “Positive” tokens (according to the source-target pairs)
are colored blue and “negative” tokens are colored red. Underlines indicate true assigned
positive (class 1) ground-truth labels in the final two rows. Note that under this convention, the
corresponding negative review (the final row) is never assigned positive token labels (i.e., the
colored red tokens and all other non-blue tokens receive a label of 0).
Sentiment Diffs Data Creation (Ground-Truth Labels)
source (positive sentiment) to
target (negative sentiment)
I saw this in the summer of 1990. I’m still <del> amazed </del>
<ins> annoyed </ins> by how <del> good </del> <ins> bad </ins>
this movie is in 2001.<br /><br <del> />Incredible </del> <ins>
/>Implausible </ins> plot. You’d have to be a child to think
this could <del> not </del> happen.<br /><br />I’m just really
<del> amazed </del> <ins> annoyed </ins> by it. <del> Definitely
</del> <ins> Don’t </ins> see this.
Resulting ground-truth labels
(positive review)
I saw this in the summer of 1990. I’m still amazed by how good
this movie is in 2001.<br /><br />Incredible plot. You’d have
to be a child to think this could not happen.<br /><br />I’m
just really amazed by it. Definitely see this.
Resulting ground-truth labels
(negative review)
I saw this in the summer of 1990. I’m still annoyed by how bad
this movie is in 2001.<br /><br />Implausible plot. You’d have
to be a child to think this could happen.<br /><br />I’m just
really annoyed by it. Don’t see this.
source tokens participating in deletions or replacements, and we use the convention of
assigning insertions (which in this setting, convert a positive sentence to a negative
sentence by the addition of one or more new tokens) to the immediately following
source (here, positive word) token. (This is analogous to the convention used in the
FCE datasets in Section 3 for error detection.) For the edge case of insertions at the end
of the source review, we simply assign a label of 1 to the final source token rather than
adding a final holder symbol. Note that we are not using the explicit diff tags (insertions
and deletion markers) in our experiments; when we refer to “sentiment diffs” we are
simply using that as a reference to the token-level labels created in the aforementioned
manner.
This is a useful, consistent encoding of the review-level sentiment labels deter-
ministically projected to the token level according to the source-target pairs, which is
sufficient for the purposes here, but we consider it a “proxy” for token-level sentiment
labels, as an annotator tasked with marking such labels might label some tokens in
a slightly different manner. An example of the aforementioned process is shown in
Table 5.18
18 Note, too, that we have arbitrarily chosen positive tokens to receive the rarer class 1 token label (most
tokens have a label of 0). We assume the relative scores would not flip if we instead assigned the negative
tokens to class 1. This is sufficient for our controlled experiments here in keeping with the theme of
binary classification, but in a real-world setting, we may instead want to model this process as multi-class
classification, in order to assign background tokens to a “neutral” class.
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Models. Our core model is the UNICNN+BERT model from Section 3, which uses 1000
filters of width 1, with the top four hidden layers of the pre-trained BERT_LARGE
(cased) model (which are not updated during training) concatenated with pre-trained
Word2Vec word embeddings (which are updated during training) as input to the CNN.
As in the grammar detection experiments, the frozen BERT model has access to its
full WordPiece vocabulary, and we concatenate Word2Vec embeddings using a vocab-
ulary size of 7,50019. Other than the training data, the only minor differences between
UNICNN+BERT in this section and the same model in Section 3 is that here we choose
the training epoch (up to a max of 60 epochs) with the highest accuracy on the dev set
(as opposed to the F scores and fewer epochs with the grammar experiments), and here
we truncate reviews at a maximum WordPiece count of 350 as in previous works (as
opposed to a maximum length of 50 in the grammar experiments). (Note that the movie
reviews are typically multiple sentences, whereas in the FCE grammar dataset, almost
all instances consist of a single sentence.)
The primary focus of our experiments in this section is analyzing the behavior of
the model on the counterfactually-augmented data, so our primary concern is internal
validity across experiments, holding (our strongest) model constant while changing the
data (sub)sets. However, to provide a rough correspondence to previous work fine-
tuning the full BERT Transformer model, we also consider using the same pre-trained
Transformer as frozen input to the CNN. Kaushik, Hovy, and Lipton (2019) fine-tunes
the BERT_BASE uncased model with a standard classification head, for which we use
the label BERTBASE_UNCASED+FT. For (rough) comparison purposes, we train a model us-
ing the frozen BERTBASE_UNCASED model, which we label UNICNN+BERTBASE_UNCASED.
Since casing is lost, we use the uncased Glove embeddings with this model. For refer-
ence, we also consider an analogous model with the cased BERT_BASE model and our
standard Word2Vec embeddings, for which we use the label UNICNN+BERTBASE.
Of course, we could also fine-tune the BERT model on this data using a masked-
language model loss (i.e., selectively impute the reviews) and then re-freeze the weights
and continue as before with the BLADE layer and any other input embeddings. Ceteris
paribus, we would assume the results would be at least as good as using the off-the-
shelf weights.20 In the interest of keeping computation to a minimum21, and since the
data here is not too far removed (broadly construed) from that on which the original
BERT model was trained, we do not consider such experiments here and do not modify
the BERT parameters.
We evaluate token-level predictions of sentiment diffs using the F0.5 metric, as with
grammatical error detection above. We also present results where we allow the models
a small amount of data to tune the decision boundary for the token-level predictions.
For consistency, we always use the dev set of the ORIG. reviews subset, using the
subscript +ORIG_DEV to indicate that the models have access to 245 sentences with token-
19 The vocabulary size was not tuned and was the same size used in the grammatical error detection
experiments.
20 There are a number of other variations on this theme that could also be considered, such as fine-tuning
BERT and the BLADE parameters together. However, with regard to that latter case, further research is
needed to determine whether the behavior of our proposed framework (particularly in regard to the
exemplar vectors) changes if the imputation stage and BLADE layer training stage are not performed
independently.
21 As a (very) rough back-of-the-envelope comparison, fine-tuning the full BERT_LARGE Transformer
model would typically require at least a 16 GB GPU for reasonable batch sizes, whereas a single 12 GB
GPU is much more than sufficient for training BLADE with frozen BERT_LARGE with a batch size of 50
and a maximum length of 350, since we do not need to accumulate gradients for the 340 million
parameters of the frozen model during training.
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level labels. This provides a view on the decision boundaries by using a small amount
of token-labeled data to increase precision, but more importantly, it provides a point
of comparison to the exemplar auditing decision rules, which also have the effect of
increasing precision.
We also analyze the behavior of the exemplar auditing decision rules using the
token-level sentiment diffs. As with the grammar detection experiments, we use the
label +EXA to indicate that a test-time positive prediction is only admitted if it matches
the prediction of the nearest training exemplar. We use the label +EXAG to indicate
the additional restriction that the prediction of the training exemplar must also match
that of the ground-truth document-level label. Finally, in our experiments here, we also
include an alternative restriction such that the prediction of the training exemplar must
also match that of the ground-truth token-level label, for which we use +EXAT. In our
experiments, we vary whether the exemplar database includes data from the ORIG.
and/or REV. training sets.
4.1.2 Predicting Sentiment (Negative vs. Positive) with Domain Shift. We additionally
evaluate on the professionally revised (by researchers familiar with the task) IMDb
reviews of Gardner et al. (2020)22. This test set (CONTRAST) is the target side of the
same corresponding original reviews in the test set of Kaushik, Hovy, and Lipton (2019)
(REV.). In this case we do not have a corresponding training set, and we do not use the
corresponding dev set for tuning, so we consider evaluation on this set to be (lightly)
domain shifted, since these are professionally revised instead of crowd-sourced revised.
In these experiments, we also consider the exemplar auditing decision rules, as
above. The exemplar databases in these cases never contain revised reviews from the
CONTRAST dev set, and instead, only access data from the original reviews and/or
the revised reviews of the counterfactually-augmented dataset. To simulate a scenario
in which only a small amount of annotated data is available—which is also not seen
in training—we also consider experiments in which the exemplar database only con-
tains the 490 reviews from the dev set of the parallel source-target counterfactually-
augmented dev set (ORIG._DEV+REV._DEV).
4.1.3 Predicting Sentiment (Negative vs. Positive) with Significant Domain Shift.
We also evaluate on the test set of SemEval-2017 Task 4a (Rosenthal, Farra, and Nakov
2017)23. This consists of Twitter messages, and it represents a very significant domain
shift from the IMDb training data, in terms of the topics covered, the language distribu-
tion, and the length of the “documents”.
We follow the previous work of Kaushik, Hovy, and Lipton (2019) in evaluating the
binary classification results with accuracy. We balance the test set (with equal numbers
of negative and positive Tweets) and drop the third class (neutral) for consistency
with this earlier work evaluating with accuracy, resulting in 4,750 Twitter messages for
evaluation.
We do not train or tune the models on Twitter messages, using the same models
from above trained on the counterfactually-augmented subsets.
Part of the motivation of Kaushik, Hovy, and Lipton (2019) for annotating parallel
source-target pairs is that training with such data can improve generalization to new
22 Available at https://github.com/allenai/contrast-sets/tree/master/IMDb
23 Available at
http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2017/task4/data/uploads/semeval2017-task4-test.zip
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domains. This particular argument is absent in the previous work of Schmaltz et al.
(2017), which views the related idea of source-target transduction diffs primarily as a
means of controlling prediction precision and recall. Our experiments with the Twitter
data evaluate the behavior of training with original, parallel, and/or disjoint pairs in
this scenario of significant domain shift.
4.1.4 Predicting Domain (Original vs. Revised). Kaushik, Hovy, and Lipton (2019)
reports that the BERTBASE_UNCASED+FT model is able to distinguish original vs. revised
reviews with an accuracy of about 77 percent. We investigate this further using the text
analytic methods proposed here. In this case, we assign class 0 to the original reviews
and class 1 to the revised reviews. We report results at the review-level on varying
subsets of the data, including splits by sentiment. To be clear: in this setting we are
always predicting domain (i.e., whether a document is an original review or a revised
review), but we also split the data for analysis purposes in some cases by sentiment. For
example, we refer to the subset of original and revised reviews restricted to reviews with
negative sentiment with the label (ORIG.+REV.)∧NEG., and similarly for other subsets.
For the purposes of displaying text examples and to aid in the analysis, we deter-
ministically derive token-level labels from diffs in an analogous manner as those created
for sentiment, except the diffs here represent the transduction from revised reviews
(source) to original reviews (target). This means that applicable tokens in revised re-
views will receive a positive token (class 1) label, whereas tokens in original reviews
will all be assigned to class 0.
In this case, we train a single UNICNN+BERT model on the 3414 parallel original
and revised reviews, using the 490 paired reviews of the dev set to choose the epoch
with highest accuracy.
4.1.5 Predicting Domain (Negative vs. Positive) with Domain Shift. As a (lightly)
out-of-domain evaluation, we use the same UNICNN+BERT model trained to distin-
guish original reviews and counterfactually-augmented revisions at inference on the
professionally annotated CONTRAST test set, predicting the original reviews vs. the
professionally annotated alternatives.
4.2 Counterfactually-Augmented Sentiment Data: Results
To organize the analysis of the results, across datasets and prediction targets, we sepa-
rate the analyses of the experimental results using the same headings from Section 4.1
above.
4.2.1 Predicting Sentiment (Negative vs. Positive). Table 6 puts the effectiveness of
the BLADE layer with frozen BERT parameters in the context of previous work fine-
tuning the BERT parameters with a standard classification head. Interestingly, the fall
in effectiveness is only 1 to 3 points, without updating the 110 million parameters.
As noted above, we assume that this gap could be closed by fine-tuning the BERT
parameters with an imputation loss and then training the BLADE layer as before;
however, to minimize computation, and since we are primarily concerned with internal
validity for our analyses of the data, we instead leverage this result that using the frozen
BERT parameters with the BLADE layer still yields strong results. This is a critical
practical observation, because without the need to update the gradients of the BERT
model, we can readily move to the BERT_LARGE model, allowing us to run the many
experiments of this work with the UNICNN+BERT model (which yields comparable
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results to fine-tuning the BERTBASE model) using a relatively modest amount of com-
putation for training.
Table 7 shows the accuracy of the UNICNN+BERT when varying the training data,
tested on the original (ORIG.) and revised (REV.) test sets. The results with training
with the ORIG. and ORIG.+REV. reflect the same patterns seen in the experiments of
Kaushik, Hovy, and Lipton (2019). On the surface, this suggests a very large jump in
accuracy with the use of parallel source-target pairs on the REV. test set. However, if we
control for the language of the revised reviews by training with disjoint source-target
pairs (ORIG.DISJOINT+REV.), we see that the difference is rather more modest.
Table 8 displays the token-level results when we allow ourselves a small amount
of dev data to tune the decision boundaries. On first glance, as with the review-level
experiments, the results on the ORIG.+REV. set (with parallel source-target pairs) seems
strikingly significant—on the order of several points—relative to just using the ORIG.
reviews. However, the difference in F0.5 scores is largely recovered when training with
the disjoint source-target pairs, relative to training with the parallel source-target pairs,
when given access to the token-level labels in dev for tuning. Of particular interest are
the results on the ORIG. test set, since these are reviews collected from the original
human process of writing a review, rather than the synthetic re-annotations. On this
front, it is interesting that the UNICNN+BERT model can achieve higher detection
effectiveness when training with the disjoint source-target pairs than when just training
with the original reviews. This suggests that the detection benefits of training with
parallel source-target pairs, which involves resource intensive re-annotation, may be
largely achievable by training with multiple domains of data, for which we use the
disjoint pairs as a proxy, with the UNICNN+BERT model, particularly if we have access
to an exemplar database, as discussed below.
Table 9 shows the token-level detection results when making use of the exemplar
database, as well as the detection results when not tuning the decision boundary. On this
latter point (the results highlighted in red teletype in the table), training with the parallel
source-target pairs does indeed yield sharper detection of the sentiment diffs; however,
this relative gain is reduced when applying the exemplar auditing decision rules, which,
as with tuning the decision boundary above, boosts prediction precision. In the table we
have underlined results in cases where the exemplar database contains data or signal
not seen in training. For example, for the model trained on ORIG. data, the model does
not see REV. reviews during training, but accesses them via the exemplar database
(which is constructed by running the model in inference mode over the applicable
reviews) in the final four columns. We have also underlined all of the +EXAT results,
since none of the models see explicit token-level labels during training.
There are a number of important takeaways from Table 9. We see that across the
board, utilizing the ground-truth review-level labels (+EXAG) improves over the rule
only using the training prediction (+EXA), which itself adds a boost over the raw
prediction (in red). In standard document-level classification settings, the document-
level label is available for free (from the training instances as part of training), so this is
a generally applicable approach for improving prediction precision. Importantly, unlike
simply tuning the decision boundary (Table 8), this does not require token-level labels,
and more importantly, has the property that we can introspect inference with regard to
those training exemplars.
The +EXAT (highlighted in blue) results further compress the differences, in most
cases, across the varying training sets. This is interesting for multiple reasons. On the
one hand, it suggests that it is possible to recover a large proportion of effectiveness
on unseen data if we have access to the ground-truth labels for the exemplar auditing
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decision rules. For example, in the extreme case, the ORIG.+EXAT (3.4k) never sees
REV. data during training, but recovers a large proportion of the distance to the models
trained with REV. data, if an exemplar database is constructed with the REV. data under
the model trained just with the ORIG. data. The real-world implication is that we can
update a model with additional data not seen in training, possibly queuing a full re-
training until resources are available. Additionally, we see that once token-level labels
are introduced, the differences between the models trained with parallel source-target
pairs and disjoint source-target pairs greatly diminish. This suggests that we can train
models with multiple domains of data, and then have annotators simply label whether
or not features are relevant, and place those labels in the database. We assume this
process would be significantly less resource intensive than having annotators perform
the full counterfactual re-writes. As described in more detail below (with respect to
Table 11), we further consider this scenario in a more realistic setting where only a small
amount of data is labeled in this manner, and the test data potentially exhibits domain
drift.
Table 6
Accuracy results for predicting sentiment on the original (ORIG.) and revised (REV.) test sets.
These are reference results placing the proposed models in the context of previous work. These
models are all trained on the full original training set (19k) and the revised training set (1.7k). The
results for BERTBASE_UNCASED +FT, which fine-tunes the BERTBASE_UNCASED parameters, are those
of Kaushik, Hovy, and Lipton (2019). Interestingly, using the frozen weights of BERTBASE_UNCASED
or BERTBASE with the BLADE layer (and non-static word embeddings) only modestly decreases
accuracy, despite not updating the 110 million BERTBASE parameters, saving considerable
computational resources for training. The UNICNN+BERT model is comparable to
BERTBASE_UNCASED +FT, and we use this UNICNN+BERT model for our analyses of the datasets.
Review-level Sentiment (Accuracy)
Model ORIG. REV.
BERTBASE_UNCASED +FT 93.2 93.9
UNICNN+BERTBASE_UNCASED 91.8 91.4
UNICNN+BERTBASE 92.2 93.4
UNICNN+BERT 93.0 94.3
4.2.2 Predicting Sentiment (Negative vs. Positive) with Domain Shift. Table 10 shows
the results on the CONTRAST test set at the review level (accuracy) and for predicting
sentiment diffs at the token level (F0.5). Recall that the CONTRAST set is professionally an-
notated, whereas the revised reviews of the counterfactually-augmented data, which is
used for training, is crowd-sourced. In this case, we see a particularly large discrepancy
between the model only trained with original data and those trained with revised data.
However, as we saw with the in-domain evaluations in Tables 7 and 8, the differences
between training with parallel source-target pairs and disjoint source-target pairs are
more modest.
Table 11 displays the results when applying the exemplar auditing decision rules.
The results in the first three columns are in the same directions as those for the in-
domain data shown in Table 9. Of particular interest are comparisons with the results
in the fourth column, which represent the scenario in which only a small amount of
data has been annotated and placed in the exemplar database. We see, for example, that
the model trained on disjoint source-target pairs, and given the small dev set exemplar
database (with token-level labels), has an F0.5 score of 28.7, which is only 3 points lower
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Table 7
Results for predicting sentiment on the original (ORIG.) and revised (REV.) test sets at the review
level (accuracy). All results are with the UNICNN+BERT model, varying the training data with
regard to the amount of original data and whether or not revised reviews are included. The
results with training with the ORIG. and ORIG.+REV. are in the same direction as that of
Kaushik, Hovy, and Lipton (2019); however, a large proportion of the accuracy improvement
with parallel source-target pairs when evaluating on the REV. test set is driven by the particular
language of the revised reviews, as we see with the experiments with disjoint source-target pairs
(ORIG.DISJOINT+REV.).
Review-level Sentiment (Accuracy)
Model Train. Data (Num. Reviews) ORIG. REV.
RANDOM 50.2 49.8
ORIG. (3.4k) 92.8 88.7
ORIG.+REV. (1.7k+1.7k) 90.6 96.5
ORIG.DISJOINT+REV. (1.7k+1.7k) 89.5 95.7
ORIG. (19k) 93.0 87.9
ORIG.+REV. (19k+1.7k) 93.0 94.3
ORIG.DISJOINT+REV. (19k-1.7k+1.7k) 93.0 90.2
Table 8
Results for for predicting sentiment diffs at the token level (F0.5) on the original (ORIG.) and
revised (REV.) test sets. All results are with the UNICNN+BERT model, varying the training
data with regard to the amount of original data and whether or not revised reviews are included.
We tune the decision boundary for the sequence-level diffs on the ORIG. dev set split for all
models, which means that all models have indirect access to token-level diffs from 245 sentences
for tuning the decision boundary, but are otherwise trained only with review-level sentiment
labels. For comparison, the results without modifying the decision boundary are in Table 9,
along with results using the various exemplar auditing decision rules.
Token-level Sentiment Diffs (F0.5)
Model Train. Data (Num. Reviews) ORIG. REV.
RANDOM 6.0 7.6
ORIG. (3.4k)+ORIG_DEV 26.2 22.5
ORIG.+REV. (1.7k+1.7k)+ORIG_DEV 32.4 33.1
ORIG.DISJOINT+REV. (1.7k+1.7k)+ORIG_DEV 32.4 31.5
ORIG. (19k)+ORIG_DEV 24.8 21.7
ORIG.+REV. (19k+1.7k)+ORIG_DEV 28.8 27.9
ORIG.DISJOINT+REV. (19k-1.7k+1.7k)+ORIG_DEV 28.2 26.8
than the model given both parallel source-target pairs and the 3.4k exemplar database
(with token-level labels). This suggests that even a small amount of annotated data can
be helpful, and since the database can be continuously updated, it opens the possibility
that annotators can progressively add additional annotations over time. Since the labels
used in the +EXAT rules only require binary labels at the token-level, rather than the
full counterfactual re-writes, it also suggests that we can recover much of the benefits of
the parallel source-target pairs by training with multiple domains and labeling at least
a small amount of data at the token-level, particularly if there are some features that we
do not want to be activated (e.g., in high-risk settings).
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Table 9
Results for predicting sentiment diffs at the token level (F0.5), applying the exemplar auditing
decision rules. Underlined results indicate the database contains additional reviews or signal not
seen by the model during training. We have further highlighted in blue the results using the
+EXAT rules to emphasize that in these cases, the exemplar database has access to token-level
labels. For reference, the raw results without accessing the exemplar database are displayed in
red. For reference, the majority class result is close to RANDOM (as a result of the long
documents and sparse ground-truth token labels). All results are with the UNICNN+BERT
model, varying the training data with regard to the amount of original data and whether or not
revised reviews are included.
Token-level Sentiment Diffs (F0.5)
Database: Database: Database:
ORIG. (1.7k) REV. (1.7k) ORIG.+REV. (1.7k+1.7k)
Model Train. Data (Num. Reviews) Test: ORIG. Test: REV. Test: ORIG. Test: REV. Test: ORIG. Test: REV.
RANDOM 6.0 7.6 6.0 7.6 6.0 7.6
ORIG. (3.4k) 10.5 11.2 10.5 11.2 10.5 11.2
ORIG.+EXA (3.4k) 13.1 12.9 13.1 12.8 13.0 12.9
ORIG.+EXAG (3.4k) 16.9 15.8 18.2 18.3 18.0 17.8
ORIG.+EXAT (3.4k) 34.7 28.2 30.1 29.1 32.8 28.8
ORIG.+REV. (1.7k+1.7k) 20.1 22.0 20.1 22.0 20.1 22.0
ORIG.+REV.+EXA (1.7k+1.7k) 27.4 28.4 27.0 28.4 27.0 28.8
ORIG.+REV.+EXAG (1.7k+1.7k) 32.0 31.4 30.4 33.2 31.5 33.7
ORIG.+REV.+EXAT (1.7k+1.7k) 39.2 33.3 31.6 36.1 37.4 37.1
ORIG.DISJOINT +REV. (1.7k+1.7k) 15.8 17.4 15.8 17.4 15.8 17.4
ORIG.DISJOINT +REV.+EXA (1.7k+1.7k) 22.8 22.9 21.5 23.0 22.1 22.6
ORIG.DISJOINT +REV.+EXAG (1.7k+1.7k) 28.1 26.8 26.0 28.3 27.3 28.1
ORIG.DISJOINT +REV.+EXAT (1.7k+1.7k) 38.8 32.8 33.3 34.9 37.0 34.5
4.2.3 Predicting Sentiment (Negative vs. Positive) with Significant Domain Shift.
Table 12 shows results on the out-of-domain Twitter data. Interestingly, with our
UNICNN+BERT model, which uses a cased BERT_LARGE model, accuracy drops
significantly when using parallel source-target pairs, relative to training with disjoint
pairs, but also compared to just training with ORIG. data. This is the opposite of
what was observed in previous work. Following the results above (in particular, the
observation that other things being equal, training with parallel pairs leads to higher
precision, at least with the standard decision boundary), we speculate that the model
learns to especially emphasize the tokens that only participate in transduction deletions,
insertions, and replacements. Since the model is cased, relatively few of these features
will appear verbatim in the Twitter data.
To investigate this further, we also evaluate with the UNICNN+BERTBASE_UNCASED
model. Recall that the previous work fined tuned the BASE_UNCASED model (c.f.,
Table 6). With the uncased model, the drop is less severe, but it is only with the larger
dataset (ORIG.+REV. (19k+1.7k) BASE_uncased) that the accuracy is improved over just
training with the original dataset. We speculate that the addition of the non-parallel
original sentences in that training split moderates the emphasis on tokens participating
in diffs. We lack token-level Twitter labels to verify this behavior, but it seems reasonable
given the results above with the sentiment diffs. With the disjoint pairs and the uncased
models, the results are similar to training on the original data with the 3.4k set and
exceed the corresponding original result by several points on the larger set, suggesting
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Table 10
Results for predicting sentiment on the professionally annotated CONTRAST test set at the review
level (accuracy) and for predicting sentiment diffs at the token level (F0.5). All results are with the
UNICNN+BERT model, varying the training data with regard to the amount of original data
and whether or not revised reviews are included, without seeing any of the professionally
annotated contrast sets data (i.e., the revised reviews in training are only those from the
crowd-source annotated reviews). In the second column, the decision boundary is the same as
that tuned for Table 8 using 245 sentences from the ORIG. dev set split, as indicated by the
(+ORIG_DEV) label. (The analogous result without tuning the decision boundary appears in
Table 11.)
Contrast Sets
Review-level Sentiment Token-level Sentiment Diffs
(Accuracy) (F0.5)
Model Train. Data (Num. Reviews) CONTRAST CONTRAST
RANDOM 49.8 8.4
ORIG. (3.4k) 82.4 17.1 (+ORIG_DEV)
ORIG.+REV. (1.7k+1.7k) 93.0 28.4 (+ORIG_DEV)
ORIG.DISJOINT+REV. (1.7k+1.7k) 91.2 26.9 (+ORIG_DEV)
ORIG. (19k) 81.4 18.0 (+ORIG_DEV)
ORIG.+REV. (19k+1.7k) 90.0 23.5 (+ORIG_DEV)
ORIG.DISJOINT+REV. (19k-1.7k+1.7k) 88.1 23.4 (+ORIG_DEV)
that training with a disjoint set (e.g., from another domain) may be helpful under
significant domain shift (which is consistent with what we might otherwise assume).
It is possible the differences across the training sets would further diminish with
access to the dev set for tuning; however, then the evaluation would no longer be a
zero-shot out-of-domain setting. Since the loss functions considered in this work (as
binary classification) are only suitable for evaluating the exemplar auditing decision
rules at the token level for sentiment analysis24, and since we do not have token-level
labels for the Twitter data, we leave that evaluation to future work, but suspect that
exemplar auditing would be helpful in this setting, as we saw with the out-of-domain
data in the grammatical error detection results.
4.2.4 Predicting Domain (Original vs. Revised). We find that the original reviews
are relatively easy to distinguish from counterfactually revised reviews with the
UNICNN+BERT model. Table 13 shows the accuracy across test subsets. On the 976
reviews of the combined ORIG.+REV. test set, about 80% of reviews are correctly distin-
guished as being original vs. revised reviews. The revised reviews are slightly easier to
distinguish in general (accuracy of 80.5 vs. 78.7), but the main divergence comes when
conditioning on sentiment, with the negative reviews noticeably easier to distinguish as
being revised. For example, in the combined set, the accuracy is nearly 9 points higher
on the negative reviews (accuracy of 84.0 vs. 75.2). This suggests that the language
24 With error detection, the activation of a single token fully describes the sentence-level prediction.
However, sentiment analysis lacks this asymmetry, so to go from token-level predictions to
document-level predictions the task would be more effectively treated as a multi-class classification
problem, enabling the BLADE layer to pool the neutral tokens separately from each of the negative and
positive tokens. Keeping with the theme of binary classification of this work, and since past work treats
this problem as binary classification, we leave that modeling variant for future work.
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Table 11
Results for predicting sentiment diffs at the token level (F0.5), applying the exemplar auditing
decision rules, on the CONTRAST test set. For reference, the last two columns represent a
scenario in which only a small amount of labeled data (from the dev set) is available to the
database, none of which has been seen in training. Underlined results indicate the database
contains additional reviews or signal not seen by the model during training. We have further
highlighted in blue the results using the +EXAT rules to emphasize that in these cases, the
exemplar database has access to token-level labels. The raw results without accessing the
exemplar database are displayed in red. All results are with the UNICNN+BERT model,
varying the training data with regard to the amount of original data and whether or not revised
reviews are included. None of the models see data from the CONTRAST set dev set, either in
training or in the exemplar databases, so this represents a (lightly) out-of-domain evaluation.
Contrast Sets
Token-level Sentiment Diffs (F0.5)
Database: Database: Database: Database:
ORIG. REV. ORIG.+REV. ORIG._DEV+REV._DEV
(1.7k) (1.7k) (1.7k+1.7k) (245+245)
Model Train. Data (Num. Reviews) Test: CONTRAST Test: CONTRAST Test: CONTRAST Test: CONTRAST
RANDOM 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4
ORIG. (3.4k) 12.3 12.3 12.3 12.3
ORIG.+EXA (3.4k) 13.7 13.2 13.4 13.4
ORIG.+EXAG (3.4k) 15.1 18.2 17.6 16.4
ORIG.+EXAT (3.4k) 25.7 27.0 27.5 24.0
ORIG.+REV. (1.7k+1.7k) 21.2 21.2 21.2 21.2
ORIG.+REV.+EXA (1.7k+1.7k) 26.3 25.5 26.2 26.5
ORIG.+REV.+EXAG (1.7k+1.7k) 27.8 29.0 29.8 29.1
ORIG.+REV.+EXAT (1.7k+1.7k) 28.5 29.6 31.6 27.9
ORIG.DISJOINT +REV. (1.7k+1.7k) 17.6 17.6 17.6 17.6
ORIG.DISJOINT +REV.+EXA (1.7k+1.7k) 22.0 22.0 21.8 22.8
ORIG.DISJOINT +REV.+EXAG (1.7k+1.7k) 24.7 25.7 25.8 26.0
ORIG.DISJOINT +REV.+EXAT (1.7k+1.7k) 27.2 30.2 29.6 28.7
used in the negative reviews is particularly distinctive between the original and revised
reviews, which we explore further with the text analysis methods proposed here.
We start with an analysis of the dev set, on which the overall accuracy for domain
prediction is 79.4, which is similar to that of the test set (79.6). We split the data according
to the true document-level labels, where class 0, the “negative” class, corresponds to
original reviews, and class 1, the “positive” class, corresponds to revised reviews. We
then examine the aggregated logits from each of the negative contributions and positive
contributions separately, as described in Section 2.6. Table 14 presents the top and lowest
scoring negative class (i.e., original reviews) unigrams and positive class (i.e., revised
reviews) unigrams, by total score (total_ngram− and total_ngram+) for the dev set
reviews for each class25, as well as the corresponding unigram frequency. We see a sharp
distinction between the words most discriminative for each class. Certain unigrams,
such as not and bad occur with similar frequency in the original and revised reviews,
but have diametrically opposed weightings for the respective classes. It seems that
words that tend to be sentiment-laden (and among those, especially those that are of
25 The analogous total_ngram− and total_ngram+ scores for REV. and ORIG., respectively, which are not
shown, exhibit patterns in the expected, corresponding directions.
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Table 12
Results for predicting sentiment on out-of-domain data, the SemEval-2017 Task 4a test set. We
have balanced the set and dropped the third class (neutral) for consistency with earlier work
evaluating with accuracy, resulting in 4,750 Twitter messages for evaluation. Results are with the
UNICNN+BERT model, except for the rows marked BASE_uncased, which are from the
UNICNN+BERTBASE_UNCASED model (included here to check whether the sign flips relative to
previous work are a pathology of the cased model on the Twitter data). We vary the training data
with regard to the amount of original data and whether or not revised reviews are included.
(Twitter data is not seen in training, nor for development/tuning.) Across models and training
set sizes, adding the revised data (with parallel source and target) does not consistently improve
effectiveness on this out-of-domain data. The implications of the disjoint (non-parallel source
and target) data results are discussed further in the text.
Review-level Sentiment (Accuracy)
Model Train. Data (Num. Reviews) SemEval-2017
RANDOM 50.
ORIG. (3.4k) 77.8
ORIG.+REV. (1.7k+1.7k) 64.2
ORIG.DISJOINT+REV. (1.7k+1.7k) 75.1
ORIG. (19k) 72.0
ORIG.+REV. (19k+1.7k) 66.9
ORIG.DISJOINT+REV. (19k-1.7k+1.7k) 76.5
ORIG. (3.4k) BASE_uncased 75.7
ORIG.+REV. (1.7k+1.7k) BASE_uncased 73.5
ORIG.DISJOINT+REV. (1.7k+1.7k) BASE_uncased 75.2
ORIG. (19k) BASE_uncased 68.5
ORIG.+REV. (19k+1.7k) BASE_uncased 72.6
ORIG.DISJOINT+REV. (19k-1.7k+1.7k) BASE_uncased 76.9
negative sentiment) are particularly discriminative features for distinguishing revised
reviews.
There is a limit to what can be inferred by unigrams. A key strength of our text
analytic approach is that it naturally scales to assigning scores to spans of text of
arbitrary length. For example, we can investigate the aforementioned pattern further
with the additional context of 5-grams, as we see in Table 15, where we show the 5-
grams normalized by occurrence. Captured in the table, and evident by looking at the
full list, is that the most discriminating phrases across classes are decidedly distinct,
with the contextual use of words such as “bad”, “not”, and “waste” readily recognized
by the model as being distinctive of original vs. revised reviews.
We can expand this picture by one more level by ranking the full sentences. In
Tables 16 and 17 we display the top three reviews, among the revised reviews, ranked
by ngram+1:N , normalized by length. We have further highlighted both the ground-truth
token-level domain diffs and the predictions by the model, which are determined in our
standard way by the s+−n logits. We see that the token-level domain diff predictions
typically are subsets of the true diffs, with a focus on particularly sentiment-laden
words, along the lines of what was shown in Tables 14 and 15.
The aforementioned analyses have emphasized the highest (and lowest) ranked
ngrams with regard to features, but in visualizing the full dev set predictions, it becomes
clear that the presence of distinctive phrases in the revised reviews is not an uncommon
phenomenon. In fact, it readily becomes apparent by viewing the visualization of the
combined token contributions (i.e., our standard token-level zero shot sequence predic-
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tions) that a number of the phrases predicted by the model in the revised reviews are
not just distinct in terms of the original reviews, but in fact are rather unusual from
the perspective of fluent English, more generally. Table 18 shows some examples. For
example, in the original-revised pair of dev sentences 40-41, the relative comparison is
not flipped in a symmetrical manner, since only the clause after the “while” has been
modified. This is a subtle mistake, but it is picked up by the UNICNN+BERT model
as being indicative of a revision. More mundane examples picked up by the model
typically involve the deletion or insertion of a negation, or inserting or replacing an
adjective or adverb that is sentiment-laden. Although the locally re-written phrases
are generally acceptable—if awkward—English (broadly construed, in the context of
movies reviews), enough of them are sufficiently different from what is seen in the
original reviews that a model such as UNICNN+BERT can distinguish the original and
revised reviews with reasonably high accuracy.
The counterfactually-augmented data is created by crowd-sourced workers. We
might further wonder whether the aforementioned behavior is not so much a product
of the local re-write protocol itself, but simply a result of crowd-sourced annotators
not being native speakers. Based on the data available here, we cannot directly assess
the language skills of the annotators, but importantly, we can separately look at the
professionally re-annotated local revisions from the contrast sets, to which we turn in
the next section.
Table 13
Accuracy results for predicting original (ORIG.) vs. revised (REV.) data on the test set using the
UNICNN+BERT model. The task here is to predict the domain (i.e., whether or not a review is a
“counterfactual” re-write), and not to predict sentiment. We include additional results
subdivided by sentiment and the domain classes. Any mistake in the ORIG. subset is a false
positive, and any mistake in the REV. subset is a false negative. (The accuracy of a random
predictor is around 50 for each subset.) The revised reviews and the negative reviews tend to be
easier to identify as being revised, as shown by the higher accuracies for those subsets.
Review-level Domain (Not Sentiment)
Test (Sub-)Set Accuracy Num. Reviews
ORIG.+REV. 79.6 976
ORIG. 78.7 488
REV. 80.5 488
(ORIG.+REV.)∧NEG. 84.0 488
(ORIG.+REV.)∧POS. 75.2 488
ORIG.∧NEG. 84.0 243
ORIG.∧POS. 73.5 245
REV.∧NEG. 84.1 245
REV.∧POS. 77.0 243
4.2.5 Predicting Domain (Negative vs. Positive) with Domain Shift. The contrast set
revisions of Gardner et al. (2020) are created by researchers familiar with the tasks,
and they are presumably native English speakers, or highly proficient second-language
speakers. It is therefore interesting that when trained on the original reviews and crowd-
sourced reviews, the professionally annotated reviews are almost as easy to distinguish
as the crowd-sourced revised reviews, with the overall accuracy only a couple of points
lower, as shown in Table 19. Overall, we do see that the negative reviews are again easier
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Table 14
The top and lowest scoring negative class (i.e., original reviews) unigrams and positive class
(i.e., revised reviews) unigrams, by total score (total_ngram− and total_ngram+) for the dev set
reviews for each class. Here, we display the total score to highlight that certain unigrams, such
as not and bad occur with similar frequency in the original and revised reviews, but have
diametrically opposed weightings for the respective classes.
Review-level Domain (Not Sentiment)
Orig. Rev.
unigram total_ngram− score Total Frequency unigram total_ngram+ score Total Frequency
but 41.5 249 not 61.4 229
waste 18.5 22 terrible 54.3 20
any 11.9 56 least 44.1 26
just 11.0 112 bad 43.1 61
still 8.6 40 worst 32.6 22
that 7.7 394 poor 31.9 21
only 7.6 70 awful 22.4 13
But 7.6 42 dislike 20.2 9
moving 5.8 7 great 18.5 69
completely 5.3 18 boring 18.1 25
. . . SKIPPED . . .
hated -1.2 3 missed -1.8 4
excited -1.3 3 without -1.8 21
horrible -1.4 5 just -2.1 97
worst -1.4 19 lacks -2.2 3
usual -1.6 4 lost -2.3 9
disliked -1.6 1 I -2.6 561
worse -1.9 8 that -3.1 395
hate -1.9 3 any -4.3 40
bad -5.5 64 waste -4.5 9
not -7.6 217 but -10.0 203
to distinguish, but in this case we see that this is driven by accuracy on the original
reviews, which are more readily distinguished. This is not surprising, since the original
reviews are seen in training, but the professionally annotated counterparts are not.
Interestingly, not only are the professionally annotated reviews about as easy to
distinguish as the crowd-sourced reviews, but visualizing the predictions over the pro-
fessional annotations also reveals a number of unusual phrases, picked up by the model,
as shown in Table 20. For example, one does not typically suggest that someone “should
go and avoid [a] film”26, or that the opposite (in the sense of flipping a sentiment
label) of an “instant classic” is an “instant film”, or of “very little plot” is “very dense
plot”. Of course, one could say or write these phrases (and expectations for grammatical
correctness are low in informal movie reviews), but such revisions are (by reasonable
assumption) far in the tails of what a native English speaker would typically write
(even in such a setting), and importantly, are detected by the UNICNN+BERT model,
which can detect subtle distributional differences. This is not to pass judgment on the
annotators; rather, it simply reflects that it is a hard task even for language researchers
to consistently change a review with minimal, local edits without creating annotation
artifacts. (Additionally, without the UNICNN+BERT, the sharp feature detection of
26 “should go and [do something]”, as opposed to “should go and [not do something]
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Table 15
The top and lowest scoring negative class (i.e., original reviews) 5-grams and positive class (i.e.,
revised reviews) 5-grams, normalized by occurrence (mean_ngram− and mean_ngram+) for
the dev set reviews for each class. (For display purposes, we have dropped subsequent n-grams
with the same (unrounded) score, which typically just differ by a single non-discriminating
word as the prefix or suffix token. Here, we otherwise do not restrict the 5-grams from being
from the same sentence.) The language used in the reviews is often sufficiently different that a
strong surface-level model, such as UNICNN+BERT, can distinguish original reviews from
revised reviews.
Review-level Domain (Not Sentiment)
Orig. Rev.
5-gram mean_ngram− score 5-gram mean_ngram+ score
little bit, but it still 3.9 his awful performance did not 11.3
bit, but it still managed 3.7 dominated this film, his awful 10.4
movie, but many elements ruined 3.4 Come is indeed a terrible 10.3
killer down. A serious waste 3.4 a terrible work of speculative 10.3
this slow paced, boring waste 3.4 This was a very bad 10.0
movie is just a waste 3.1 /><br />A terrible look at 8.8
waste of time. The most 2.9 dream home. <br /><br />A terrible 8.8
to be nice people, but 2.8 movie is not a lot 8.2
nice people, but can’t carry 2.8 This movie is not a 8.2
people, but can’t carry a 2.8 remains one of my least 7.9
. . . SKIPPED . . .
film. The usual superb acting -1.6 either been reduced to stereo -1.7
disliked it and looking at -1.6 around have either been reduced -1.7
the reasons that I disliked -1.6 would simply be a waste -1.7
film or an even worse -2.0 don’t waste your time and -1.7
this is such a bad -2.5 about lovey-dovey romance, don’t waste -1.9
the BLADE layer, and the text analysis tools introduced here, it is possible that such
patterns may not be easily revealed.)
This points to a related, but much deeper, point: Simply locally flipping the posi-
tive words to negative words does not (necessarily) a natural human-written negative
review make. From this perspective, there are rather severe confounders in the counter-
factual assumption, at least as operationalized here, when applied to minimal, local re-
annotations in high-dimensional natural language, in terms of both content and surface-
level distributional dependencies. Whether or not this matters in practice will depend
on the particular task (and models used), but since it may be possible to achieve a similar
effect of ignoring certain features by accessing an exemplar database with simple binary
labels at the token-level, it is worth considering whether re-annotating in this manner is
worth the expense.
4.3 Counterfactually-Augmented Sentiment Data: Discussion
We have demonstrated the prediction and text analytic utility of the BLADE and
exemplar auditing framework on the additional task of sentiment analysis, and through
this, the approach has also revealed some patterns (as well as some possible concerns)
in recently proposed counterfactually-augmented and contrast sets data that have not
been previously articulated. It is important to reiterate that the motivations of Kaushik,
Hovy, and Lipton (2019) and Gardner et al. (2020) are rather different, with a focus
on reducing dependence on spurious features for training models, and on evaluation,
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Table 16
Top two of three reviews (see Table 17 for the third review), among the revised reviews in the
counterfactually-augmented dev set, ranked by ngram+1:N , normalized by length. We have
included the original review, ORIGINAL, and the revised review, TRUE (REV.), where underlines
indicate ground-truth token-level domain diffs (i.e., that the token participated in a transduction
between an original and revised review). We show the prediction by the UNICNN+BERT model
to predict original vs. revised reviews, with token-level predictions underlined, and correct
predictions further highlighted in blue (here, all predictions are correct).
Review-level Domain (Not Sentiment)
Dev. Set Sentence 244/245
ORIGINAL This is actually one of my favorite films, I would recommend that
EVERYONE watches it. There is some great acting in it and it shows
that not all "good" films are American....
TRUE (REV.) This is actually one of my least favorite films, I would not
recommend that ANYONE watches it. There is some bad acting in it
and it shows that all "bad" films are American....
UNICNN+BERT
(REV.) LEN. NORM.
SCORE: 0.164
This is actually one of my least favorite films, I would not
recommend that ANYONE watches it. There is some bad acting in it
and it shows that all "bad" films are American....
Dev. Set Sentence 266/267
ORIGINAL One of the great classic comedies. Not a slapstick comedy, not a
heavy drama. A fun, satirical film, a buyers beware guide to a new
home. /> />Filled with great characters all of whom, Cary Grant is
convinced, are out to fleece him in the building of a dream home.
/> />A great look at life in the late 40’s. /> />
TRUE (REV.) One of the bad classic comedies. Not a slapstick comedy, not a
heavy drama. A boring, unfunny film, a buyers beware guide to a new
home. /> />Filled with terrible characters all of whom, Cary Grant
is falsely convinced, are out to fleece him in the building of a
dream home. /> />A terrible look at life in the late 40’s. /> />
UNICNN+BERT
(REV.) LEN. NORM.
SCORE: 0.133
One of the bad classic comedies. Not a slapstick comedy, not a
heavy drama. A boring, unfunny film, a buyers beware guide to a new
home. /> />Filled with terrible characters all of whom, Cary Grant
is falsely convinced, are out to fleece him in the building of a
dream home. /> />A terrible look at life in the late 40’s. /> />
respectively. We endeavor not to conflate these two; however, many of the conclusions
are applicable to both settings.
We begin our discussion with the following overarching question: Does it matter
that the revised reviews are distinct from the distribution of original reviews? On one level,
that would seem to be exactly what is desired. For evaluation, it can indeed be useful
at times to test peculiar, or otherwise low-frequency, instances and phrases. However,
it is critical to recognize that this particular re-annotation scheme can itself be the
source of non-trivial bias, generating artificial, synthetic phrases and instances that may
be unlikely to be encountered in practice, even when the annotations are created by
language researchers. For this reason, for tasks generated by naturally occurring human
interactions, such as sentiment analysis, for which large numbers of datasets across
domains are available, we would argue that evaluating on the synthetic re-annotations
is less informative, in general, than just evaluating on another (real) domain of data. Of
course, in some cases, it may not be cost-effective or even possible to collect additional
data from another domain (and/or the task itself may be a synthetic diagnostic task),
for which this re-annotation scheme could be quite useful, but even in those scenarios,
it is important to have a clear understanding of the potential biases introduced by this
particular annotation protocol. If the goal is to “eliminate the biases in the original
annotation process to better evaluate models” (Gardner et al. 2020), it is important to
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Table 17
Last of three reviews (see Table 16 for the first two reviews), among the revised reviews in the
counterfactually-augmented dev set, ranked by ngram+1:N , normalized by length. We have
included the original review, ORIGINAL, and the revised review, TRUE (REV.), where underlines
indicate ground-truth token-level domain diffs (i.e., that the token participated in a transduction
between an original and revised review). We show the prediction by the UNICNN+BERT model
to predict original vs. revised reviews, with token-level predictions underlined, and correct
predictions further highlighted in blue and incorrect predictions (i.e., in which the token did not
actually participate in a ground-truth token-level diff) in red.
Review-level Domain (Not Sentiment)
Dev. Set Sentence 342/343
ORIGINAL ’The Luzhin Defence’ is a movie worthy of anyone’s time. it is a
brooding, intense film, and kept my attention the entire time. John
Turturro is absolutely stunning in his portrayal of a tender,
eccentric chess Grandmaster, and Emily Watson is spell-binding as
the gentle but rebellious daughter of a highly respected Russian
family. The chemistry between Watson and Turturro on screen is
obvious from the moment their characters meet in the story. All in
all, this movie is one of the best in-depth looks at the life of a
chess Grandmaster, and Turturro and Watson add a whole
non-mainstream, non-cliche feel to the film. Most people will come
out of the theater thinking, and feeling somewhat touched by this
brilliant look at the most unlikely of love stories.
TRUE (REV.) ’The Luzhin Defence’ is a movie unworthy of anyone’s time. it is a
brooding, intense film, and lost my attention the entire time. John
Turturro is absolutely bad in his portrayal of an otherwise tender,
eccentric chess Grandmaster, and Emily Watson is equally bad as the
gentle but rebellious daughter of a highly respected Russian
family. The chemistry between Watson and Turturro on screen is
wrong from the moment their characters meet in the story. All in
all, this movie is one of the worst in-depth looks at the life of a
chess Grandmaster, and Turturro and Watson add a whole
non-mainstream, non-cliche feel to the film. Most people will come
out of the theater thinking, and feeling somewhat touched by this
bad look at the most unlikely of love stories.
UNICNN+BERT
(REV.) LEN. NORM.
SCORE: 0.107
’The Luzhin Defence’ is a movie unworthy of anyone’s time. it is a
brooding, intense film, and lost my attention the entire time. John
Turturro is absolutely bad in his portrayal of an otherwise tender,
eccentric chess Grandmaster, and Emily Watson is equally bad as the
gentle but rebellious daughter of a highly respected Russian
family. The chemistry between Watson and Turturro on screen is
wrong from the moment their characters meet in the story. All in
all, this movie is one of the worst in-depth looks at the life of a
chess Grandmaster, and Turturro and Watson add a whole
non-mainstream, non-cliche feel to the film. Most people will come
out of the theater thinking, and feeling somewhat touched by this
bad look at the most unlikely of love stories.
quantitatively and qualitatively also recognize and characterize the new biases intro-
duced by the alternative annotation protocol. This is possible via the approaches we
have presented here.
The implications for the learning setting are more complicated, given the cost of
re-annotating in this manner at scale, and in part, by knowing that we can now use
the proposed exemplar auditing framework to address many of these same issues,
potentially without full re-writes. On the one hand, it does seem that training with
the parallel source-target pairs tends to lead to improved effectiveness on review-level
accuracy on the counterfactually-augmented and contrast set reviews, as well as sharper
token-level zero-shot sequence-level detection, the latter of which does suggest less
focus on spurious features (in so far that we assume that the tokens that participate
in transduction diffs are in fact the “difference that makes a difference”). However, the
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Table 18
Selected sentences pulled from the counterfactually-augmented dev set. Underlined words are
zero-shot sequence label predictions from the UNICNN+BERT model for predicting domain
(not sentiment), with correct predictions further highlighted in blue and incorrect predictions
(i.e., in which the token did not actually participate in a ground-truth token-level diff) in red. For
reference, we also provide the original sentence of the parallel source-target pair. Re-writing in
this manner can create awkward phrases, which although generally valid English (under some
notion of the distribution of valid), are far in the tails of the distribution of language seen by the
model in original reviews, so are relatively easily detected by the model as being revised.
Counterfactually-Augmented Data
Review-level Domain (Not Sentiment)
Dev. Set Sentence 40/41
ORIGINAL [...] It shocks me that something exceptional like Firefly lasts
one season, while garbage like the Battlestar Galactica remake
spawns a spin off. [...]
UNICNN+BERT (REV.) [...] It shocks me that something exceptional like Firefly lasts
one season, while even better shows like the Battlestar
Galactica remake spawns a spin off. [...]
Dev. Set Sentence 254/255
ORIGINAL [...] A well made movie, one which I will always remember, and
watch again.
UNICNN+BERT (REV.) [...] A feeble movie, one which I will always remember poorly,
and never watch again.
Dev. Set Sentence 258/259
ORIGINAL [...] We need that time again, now more than ever. [...]
UNICNN+BERT (REV.) [...] We do need that time again, now less than ever. [...]
Dev. Set Sentence 276/277
ORIGINAL [...] Highly, hugely recommended!
UNICNN+BERT (REV.) [...] Highly, hugely not recommended!
Dev. Set Sentence 278/279
ORIGINAL almost every review of this movie I’d seen was pretty bad. It’s
not pretty bad, it’s actually pretty good, though not great.
[...]
UNICNN+BERT (REV.) almost every review of this movie I’d seen was pretty bad. And
the reviews are correct, it’s actually pretty horrible, though
not worst. [...]
gains are more modest when we control for the (somewhat unusual) language in the
revisions, via the experiments with disjoint source-target pairs. Furthermore, one might
fairly question the external validity of the review-level results on the revised sets, given
that the surface-level distributions appear to be distinct from the original reviews, and
especially, given that the results on the out-of-domain (Twitter) data, at least under the
models examined here, are not particularly encouraging compared to using the disjoint
pairs, which serves as a proxy for just training with another domain of data.
The token-level results, using the exemplar auditing decision rules, for zero-shot
sequence labeling are particularly interesting when evaluated on the original data and
trained on just the original data and/or the disjoint pairs. Under this setting, we can
investigate augmenting the exemplar database with instances never seen in training,
and optionally, with token-level labels. We find that the F0.5 scores greatly improve
when adding applicable domain instances not seen in training to the database, and that
we can recover most—and in some cases, effectively all—the distance to the F0.5 scores
of the parallel source-target models just using exemplars with token-level labels. The
implications of this are more significant than it may initially seem: It suggests that we
can filter spurious features using an exemplar database with just token-level binary
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Table 19
Accuracy results for predicting original (ORIG.) vs. revised contrast set (CONTRAST) data on the
test set using the UNICNN+BERT model trained on the crowd-source data. The task here is to
predict the domain (i.e., whether or not a review is a professionally annotated “contrast set”
re-write), and not to predict sentiment. We include additional results subdivided by sentiment
and the domain classes. Any mistake in the ORIG. subset is a false positive, and any mistake in
the CONTRAST subset is a false negative. (The accuracy of a random predictor is around 50 for
each subset.) Interestingly, these professionally annotated reviews are nearly as easy to
distinguish as the crowd-sourced reviews (see Table 13), even though the model only sees
crowd-sourced revisions in training and development.
Contrast Sets
Review-level Domain (Not Sentiment)
Test (Sub-)Set Accuracy Num. Reviews
ORIG.+CONTRAST 77.8 976
ORIG. 78.7 488
CONTRAST 76.8 488
(ORIG.+CONTRAST)∧NEG. 78.7 488
(ORIG.+CONTRAST)∧POS. 76.8 488
ORIG.∧NEG. 84.0 243
ORIG.∧POS. 73.5 245
CONTRAST∧NEG. 73.5 245
CONTRAST∧POS. 80.2 243
labels, rather than full re-annotations, which presumably would be considerably less
resource-intensive to create.
Figure 5 provides a high-level, conceptual comparison between counterfactually-
augmented learning and exemplar auditing. The approaches are not mutually exclusive,
but they do point to rather different worldviews. The outlook of exemplar auditing is to
collect as much data as possible with ground-truth labels, and then at inference, using
BLADE (which yields sharp local feature detection from global labels), we can simply
ignore features or instances that do not match, or are otherwise too distant from, what
we have already seen under the microscope, as placed in the database. Non-admitted
decisions are then sent to humans (or some other process) for further analysis and
adjudication. To put it another way, once spurious features are identified (either via
model predictions27, or via manual human annotations), probabilistic de-correlation (to
the extent that it is possible28) follows naturally in this framework by simply adding
an additional sequence loss that discourages those features from being activated, or
when prediction rejections are preferred (as in high-risk settings), simply not admitting
27 This is less circuitous than it might sound. For known confounders, such as the domain of a document, a
learned model may be relatively effective at detecting applicable tokens when treating such
confounders/covariates as prediction targets, using BLADE to identify the tokens, which can then be
used as labels in the database, and/or in combination with an auxiliary loss. However, whether this is
appropriate, as opposed to making a model more domain specific, as with the domain-specific tags of
Schmaltz et al. (2017), will depend on the particular use case.
28 The need for such de-correlation is often a signal that there are deeper issues with the data or task setup,
for which a real resolution may require fundamentally re-working the data collection process and/or the
goals of the modeling process, for which probabilistic de-correlation only provides a temporary band-aid.
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Table 20
Selected sentences pulled from the contrast sets dev set. Underlined words are zero-shot
sequence label predictions from the UNICNN+BERT model for predicting domain (not
sentiment), with correct predictions further highlighted in blue and incorrect predictions (i.e., in
which the token did not actually participate in a ground-truth token-level diff) in red. These
unusual, or otherwise distinctive, phrases and sentences are readily recognized by the model as
being revised. These are “out-of-domain” results in the sense that the model is trained on
crowd-sourced revisions (and original reviews) from the counterfactually-augmented training
set (with the epoch chosen by the dev set of the counterfactually-augmented dataset), whereas
these dev revisions are professionally (by researchers) revised. Both the original and the contrast
set reviews are correctly predicted (at the review-level) as original/revised for each of these
pairs, and all but two of the false positives at the token level (in red) directly border a token that
did participate in a transduction (recall that these token-level predictions are derived from
training only with sentence-level labels).
Contrast Sets
Review-level Domain (Not Sentiment)
Dev. Set Sentence 38/39
ORIGINAL [...] The content of the film was very very moving. [...]
UNICNN+BERT (CONTRAST) [...] The content of the film was very very missing. [...]
Dev. Set Sentence 58/59
ORIGINAL [...] Anyone who has the slightest interest in Gaelic, folk
history, folk music, oral culture, Scotland, British history,
multi-culturalism or social justice should go and see this film.
UNICNN+BERT (CONTRAST) [...] Anyone who has the slightest interest in Gaelic, folk
history, folk music, oral culture, Scotland, British history,
multi-culturalism or social justice should go and avoid this
film.
Dev. Set Sentence 146/147
ORIGINAL [...] It is hard to describe the incredible subject matter the
Maysles discovered but everything in it works wonderfully. [...]
UNICNN+BERT (CONTRAST) [...] It is hard to describe the flawed subject matter the
Maysles discovered but everything in it works hopelessly. [...]
Dev. Set Sentence 164/165
ORIGINAL [...] The characters are cardboard clichs of everything that has
ever been in a bad Sci-Fi series. [...]
UNICNN+BERT (CONTRAST) [...] The characters are imaginations of everything that has
ever been in a good Sci-Fi series. [...]
Dev. Set Sentence 176/177
ORIGINAL [...] There was also a forgettable sequel several years later,
but this instant classic is not to be missed.
UNICNN+BERT (CONTRAST) [...] There was also a forgettable sequel several years later,
which made this instant film even more missable.
Dev. Set Sentence 182/183
ORIGINAL [...] It has very little plot,mostly partying,beer drinking and
fighting. [...]
UNICNN+BERT (CONTRAST) [...] It has very dense plot,mostly partying,beer drinking and
fighting. [...]
Dev. Set Sentence 184/185
ORIGINAL [...] Whatever originality exists in this film - unusual
domestic setting for a musical, lots of fantasy, some animation
- is more than offset by a script that has not an ounce of wit
or thought-provoking plot development. [...]
UNICNN+BERT (CONTRAST) [...] Whatever originality exists in this film - unusual
domestic setting for a musical, lots of fantasy, some animation
- is more than offset by a script that has so much wit or
thought-provoking plot development. [...]
predictions when such features are selected in the database and sending such instances
to human judges for further judgement.29
29 More speculatively (subject to future work), this paradigm could also be used in a life-long learning
framework, whereby the model would force a re-training or fine-tuning of itself on collected exemplars42
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The re-annotation of counterfactually-augmented learning can, indeed, be useful in
identifying spurious features. However, there are two major practical limitations: (1) it is
expensive to re-annotate at scale in this manner, and (2), under the protocol of local, min-
imal changes, even professional annotators can create annotation artifacts that can bias
the resulting datasets in directions unlikely to be otherwise seen in data for the original
task. The first concern is a matter of resources, and can be surmounted for some tasks.
The second issue is deeper, and it speaks to both the philosophical question of what
constitutes a “counterfactual” in the subjective, high-dimensional space of language (a
topic which is beyond the scope of this work), and the engineering challenges of creating
artificial, synthetic data for training neural models. With regard to the latter, this is
analogous to creating artificial errors for grammatical error detection, where it is well
known that creating errors is trivial, but creating errors with a distribution similar to that
which may be seen in practice, is in general, very non-trivial, particularly when used
with the current generation of neural models that are attuned to subtle distributional
changes and long-distance dependencies, with the result that strong priors on the error
distribution are required for effective synthetic data construction. In this regard, we
again would suggest that the exemplar auditing approach of collecting as much real-
world data as possible, (binary) labeling at the lowest granularity of concern (with
regard to the outcome), is the more practically viable outlook.
5. Synthetic Text Generation
Having observed strong effectiveness in detecting errors or labels in natural language
text, we also examine whether the model can be effective in detecting synthetic text
from surface level information. We limit our experimentation here to a small scale to
keep compute to a minimum.30
Our basic setup is to train our strongest detection model from Section 3 on a
combination of human written sentences and fully- and partially- generated sentences
from the small language model of Radford et al. (2019) (hereafter, GPT-2), and then
evaluate the model’s ability to discriminate synthetic and human written sentences
on the held-out test set. We then further analyze the model’s behavior in minimizing
the number of synthetic detections when given a large number of possible candidate
synthetic sentence completions, as an evaluation of constrained sampling. Figure 6
illustrates this approach.
5.1 Synthetic Text Generation: Experiments
Data Generation. For training, we sample 200,000 sentences from the One Billion Word
Benchmark dataset (Chelba et al. 2013) with a minimum length of 22. We apply the
following generation scheme:
that have been seen sufficient numbers of times, with sufficiently close distances, over time. This parallels
our abstract (back-of-the-envelope) working model of human learning, which is a combination of
structured learning with labels and examples, and applying and expanding that knowledge base with
experience over time, with occasional additional formal education.
30 Given the small scale, some arbitrary choices have to be made in terms of the generation parameters
(since we can only explore a very small slice of the space of possibilities), but we believe the setup here is
sufficient to demonstrate the applicable behavior.
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Observed data (via 
existing datasets)
Unobserved data Counterfactually-
augmented data
Observed data (placed in 
exemplar auditing database)
Predictions on data sufficiently distant/
different from database are rejected
Data distribution for task (partially unobserved)Data distribution for task (partially unobserved)
Figure 5
Contrasting—but not entirely mutually exclusive—worldviews of counterfactually-augmented
learning (left) and exemplar auditing (right). Counterfactually-augmented learning aims to
manually perturb data around identified features, creating source-target pairs (over this small
slice, illuminated by the flashlight above) with the motivation that resulting models will ignore
spurious features and be more robust under domain shift. Re-annotating in this manner can
inadvertently create a new data distribution with non-trivial mass on rare phrases that are
unlikely to occur in typical settings, while at the same time, neglecting large proportions of
phrases that occur in the (partially unobserved) distribution of the language of a given task. The
exemplar auditing approach, instead, aims to (progressively) collect as much data as possible
across domains for a given task, not all of which needs to be seen during training, placing it in a
database, and then at inference, predictions for features and/or instances diverging from those
seen in the database are simply not admitted (i.e., rejected). In this framework, confounding and
spurious features are addressed by labeling them as such in the database, either via conditionally
predicting such features (e.g., predicting a confounder, such as the domain, and introspecting the
features), or in high-risk settings, manually labeling at the granularity of concern. In this
framework, rejected predictions are sent to a human for further adjudication, as necessary.
1. 40% of the sentences are unchanged and are assigned to class 0 as human
written sentences.
2. Of the remaining 60% of the sentences:
(a) For 50% of these sentences, we use the original sentence as context
and generate a full synthetic sentence for up to 45 BPE units. The
original sentence is then discarded, and the synthetic sentence is
saved and assigned to class 1.
(b) For the remaining 50% of these sentences, we choose a random
starting index between 5 and 20, using the prefix up to that index
as context and then generate the remainder of the sentence for up
to 45 BPE units. We save the resulting sentence (the human written
prefix and the synthetic suffix/completion), assigning it to class 1.
For the synthetic sentences, we apply a sentence splitter with the goal of only saving the
first full sentence, since in some cases, multiple sentences are generated, or the prefix
of an additional sentence is generated before the BPE limit is reached. The synthetic
sentences are generated with the small GPT-2 model, using a temperature of 0.5 and
top-k cutoff of 10. These parameters were chosen after initial testing and found to
generate reasonably grammatically correct sentences, if somewhat conservative and
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Constrained Sampling Using BLADE as a Generation Mask
Generate 100’s of full sentences/
sentence completions with a neural 
generation model (ex., GPT-2)
BLADE+Transformer (BERT) trained to 
distinguish between human written sentences 
and synthetic sentences, with high 
effectiveness in the static setting, scores each 
new generation, predicting 
synthetic tokens
GPT-2
With operations in North America, Europe and Asia, SOS Online Backup delivers 
simple, powerful
With operations in North America, Europe and Asia, SOS Online Backup delivers 
simple, powerful and reliable backup services to businesses, 
government, and government agencies and organizations.
Human prefix
Generation 1
With operations in North America, Europe and Asia, SOS Online Backup delivers 
simple, powerful backup services to protect users' accounts from 
malware, viruses and unauthorized access to content and 
information.
Generation nAdmit generations without 
any positive detections
Figure 6
The BLADE and pre-trained Transformer combination is particularly effective at picking up
subtle distributional differences, a property we can exploit to improve generation by
constraining sampling. In our experiments, we constrain sampling from an existing Transformer
model (GPT-2) using the BLADE layer (with BERT) trained to detect synthetic text. This idea
could be further extended to constrain based on other labels of interest (such as domain).
Concomitantly, these same experiments suggest that reliably detecting synthetic text in the wild
from surface forms alone has severe limitations if both the generator and detector are both
available to the adversary, pointing to the need for additional methods to analyze the underlying
constituent facts of the content.
at times locally repetitious (and occasionally, non-sensical). Care is taken to avoid
diverging tokenization artifacts between the BERT and GPT-2 tokenizers. (As seen in
the above sections, the BLADE layer with contextualized embeddings is very good
at identifying subtle distributional differences, so we want to avoid the trivial case of
the model identifying obvious generation artifacts, such as any special characters or
symbols generated by GPT-2 that would never appear in the news text, or systematic
differences between the WordPiece and BPE encodings.)
We also create dev and test sets of 2000 sentences each using the same scheme as
above. In all cases, we also save the corresponding token-level labels. Examples appear
in Appendix C.
Data Re-Ranking. Since we have a corresponding original sentence for comparison pur-
poses, we focus on the 587 and 599 sentence subsets of partially generated sentences
in the dev and test sets, respectively, for our constrained sampling/data re-ranking
experiments. From these, we generate up to 500 unique new partial generations for
each sentence using the original scheme from above (Group 1); a temperature of 1.0 and
a top-k of 40 (Group 2); or a temperature of 1.0 and a top-k of 100 (Group 3). We drop
duplicates, resulting in 231,210 new partially generated sentences for the Group 1 test
set, 283,900 for Group 2, and 287,026 for Group 3, and a similar number for each group
for dev.31
31 The slightly larger number of unique sentences in the latter groups reflects the greater diversity in
generation with those parameters.
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Models. We train the UNICNN+BERT model with a vocabulary of 20k32 (reflecting the
larger dataset), but otherwise with the same configuration used on the FCE dataset,
with the 200,000 sentence-level labels, and then we fine-tune with the token-level labels
(UNICNN+BERT+S*).
For data re-ranking, we decode each of the partially generated sentences (i.e., a
human written sentence prefix followed by a GPT-2 generated sentence ending, starting
at an index unknown to the model) with the UNICNN+BERT+S* model, choosing the
one sentence (for each human written prefix) that minimizes the number of detections.
When there are ties, we randomly choose among the one or more sentences with
minimal length differences to the original sentence.
5.2 Synthetic Text Generation: Results
Table 21
Sentence-level evaluation on the full synthetic test set of 2000 sentences, consisting of 800 human
written sentences (class 0) and 1200 fully- or partially- generated sentences (class 1).
Sentence-level classification
Model P R F1 F0.5
RANDOM 61.19 52.42 56.46 59.21
MAJORITYCLASS 60. 100. 75.00 65.22
UNICNN+BERT 92.92 91.92 92.42 92.72
Table 22
Token-level evaluation on the full synthetic test set, consisting of a mix of original sentences and
fully- and partially- generated sentences, where each token is labeled as human written or
machine generated.
Token-level labeling
Model P R F1 F0.5
RANDOM 37.73 49.63 42.87 39.63
MAJORITYCLASS 37.99 100. 55.06 43.37
UNICNN+BERT+S* 85.05 60.73 70.86 78.74
First, we observe in Table 21 that the UNICNN+BERT model is reasonably good at
distinguishing between the two classes (fully human written sentences vs. partially or
fully machine generated) at the sentence-level, with F scores above 90.
In the interest of brevity, we focus on the supervised model for token-level eval-
uation, since, by definition of this task, we have access to the token-level labels (since
we generated the sentences) for training (the models, of course, do not have access to
the true labels for inference), where each token is labeled as human written (class 0)
or machine generated (class 1). Table 22 shows that the UNICNN+BERT+S* model is
32 The stated vocabulary sizes (here, and elsewhere) are for the input to the standard Word2Vec
embeddings. The BERT model has access to its full vocabulary.
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reasonably effective at detecting synthetic text at the token-level. To get a qualitative
sense of the nature of the full training, dev, and test sets, with fully- and partially-
generated sentences, we include examples of the labeled output in Appendix C. Qualita-
tively, out of context, it is often not obvious that a particular sentence is synthetic when
the UNICNN+BERT+S* correctly marks a token as synthetic, reflecting our intuition
that the model may be able to pick up on relatively subtle distributional differences in
diction, syntax, and length seen in the training set.
Next, we examine our experiment to assess constrained sampling. For evaluation,
we run the UNICNN+BERT+S* model on the new partial generations (Groups 1-3) and
the corresponding full original sentences. For reference, we do the same for the original
sentences and the non-constrained partial generations from the original test set (here,
ORIGINAL-PARTIAL).
Table 23
Token-level evaluation on the subset of the synthetic test set consisting of partially generated
sentences and the corresponding human-written sentence. All model scores are from the
UNICNN+BERT+S* model. †Note that the random and majority class baselines are in terms of
the ORIGINAL-PARTIAL set and differ slightly for the other sets due to varying sentence lengths.
Token-level labeling
Model P R F1 F0.5
RANDOM† 20.70 49.83 29.25 23.44
MAJORITYCLASS† 20.77 100. 34.39 24.68
ORIGINAL-PARTIAL 66.63 54.77 60.12 63.86
GROUP 1 23.00 5.19 8.46 13.64
GROUP 2 0.36 0.04 0.07 0.13
GROUP 3 0.09 0.01 0.02 0.03
Table 23 lists the main results. Despite decent effectiveness at detecting synthetic
tokens in the static setting of the original test set (ORIGINAL-PARTIAL), it is straight-
forward to drive detection to chance in the constrained sampling setting, requiring no
more than 500 candidate samples for each sentence from which the detection model can
choose. The combination of constrained sampling and slightly perturbing the sampling
procedures leads to particularly severe degradation in detection, as we see in GROUP 2
and GROUP 3. In both of these sets, the model detects on average 0.05 and 0.03 synthetic
tokens within the chosen candidate synthetic sentences, reflecting that the detection
model can often find a sentence without a detected error among the up to 500 candidate
samples. This value is 1.07 for GROUP 1, which explains the higher scores; however,
this, too, is sufficient to make the detection F scores fall below random and majority
class baselines. We assume that increasing the candidate sample pool beyond 500 would
further push down the detection scores.
In practice to generate longer sequences, one could simply generate and re-rank
as done in the experiments here. However, with sufficient compute, it would also be
worth considering training a prefix detection model33, and decoding with a stacked
beam decoder (“stacked” simply in order to coalesce BPE to WordPiece encodings, or for
33 A prefix model can be trained, for example, by fine-tuning the UNICNN+BERT+S* model with masks,
starting at random positions, over the remaining tokens in the sentence(s).
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comparing generations of varying lengths, more generally), constraining generations
from left to right.
Training with more diversity in the generation parameters would perhaps make
the model more robust to variations in the sampling approaches, and with sufficient
compute, the model could be trained in an iterative fashion of generation, constrained
sampling, and re-training. Such a model could be useful for constraining generation;
however, on the other hand, it may be difficult to construct a reliable surface-level
detector of synthetic data in this manner when the generation model is accessible and
there is some amount of error headroom in the detection model, given the large space
of language.34
5.3 Synthetic Text Generation: Discussion
The UNICNN+BERT+S* model, which is a strong error detection model for natural
language text, is also decent at detecting token-level synthetic data in static settings
on synthetic data similar to that seen in training. This can be useful for constraining
sampling from a generation model to produce text that is closer to the distribution of
human-written text. However, the results of our experiments also suggest that relying
on (even very strong) surface-level detection models for synthetic data detection is
insufficient, in general, as the error headroom and large generation space can be readily
exploited to drive detection effectiveness to chance with access to the detection model
and the generation model. In the limit, this points to an existential ceiling in which syn-
thetic text is sufficiently similar in surface-level distributional characteristics to human-
written text that a re-framing of the issues of concern is warranted, ushering in a shift
in focus from surface-level comparisons to content-based interrogation.
The small-scale, unbounded generation experiments here serve as a useful testbed
for examining model behavior, and these insights could be extended to a real-world,
bounded generation problem, such as machine translation or natural language correc-
tion, using the detection model in conjunction with a sequence-to-sequence style model
as a type of post-editing model. More importantly, they point to a new research outlook:
With models now able to produce fluent text, the research agenda is positioned to place
more emphasis on analyzing the constituent facts of content, which is relevant for both
human and machine written content. We hypothesize that exemplar auditing can be
used to address this issue when combined with knowledge bases, which we leave for
future work.
6. Experiments: Text Analysis
A strong text feature extractor is useful across a number of NLP tasks. In Appendix
D, we provide further qualitative evidence that the approach can be a useful tool for
34 We only focus here on detecting synthetic text at a surface level, which can be useful for analyzing and
building generation systems. There is a separate, orthogonal question and task of whether a particular
span of text includes factual or logically consistent content, which is relevant for both human- and
machine-generated text. Depending on the context, this distinct task may be easier (e.g., identifying
well-known political tropes or propaganda, detectable from surface forms) or much harder (e.g., piecing
together the provenance of facts from disparate data sources) than categorizing surface-level
distributional characteristics, as investigated here. For high-risk settings, the results here suggest that
detection of synthetic text cannot reliably rely on distinguishing surface-level distributional
characteristics and must instead shift to assessing the constituent facts of the content.
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preliminary text and document analysis. This serves as an additional, more qualitative
example of the methods exhibited in Section 4 for analyzing sentiment data.
7. Additional Related Work and Historical Context
The core of this work is motivated by—and derived from—efforts to create systems
for grammatical error detection and correction. In particular, with such systems, it is a
clearly useful characteristic to be able to show an end user a similar example with an
associated ground-truth label. The source-target transduction work of Schmaltz et al.
(2017) can be viewed as an early, static version of such a vision, where in principle,
additional meta-data could be attached to the diffs. A particular diff can then serve as
a look-up key over the training set. That may be sufficient in some cases; however, a
major disadvantage of such an approach is that the lookup is no longer tied (directly) to
the parameters of the model.
The idea of exemplar auditing is also related, at least in the abstract, to a number of
related research avenues in machine learning, more broadly. There is a large literature
on metric learning, an adequate summary of which is beyond the scope of this work,
but for which Weinberger and Saul (2009) is an illustrative example. Here we instead
exploit the deep neural network’s ability to separate classes, and we then use the
BLADE layer to summarize the features. Because each individual filter of the CNN
is presumed to learn an abstraction of the feature abstraction of the frozen input network,
we use Euclidean distance to compare the scores of the individual filter applications to
each other in a pairwise manner.35 Our work differs from prototypical networks (Snell,
Swersky, and Zemel 2017) in that we are concerned with fine-grained feature detection,
which is critical for NLP settings, our focus here. Matching networks (Vinyals et al.
2016) are able to produce predictions over new support sets without updating model
parameters. Our approach is conceptually different, lacking the notion of an attention
over the support set to yield a linear combination over the samples36, nor do we employ
the meta-learning style training approach. More generally, in comparison with various
contrastive neural methods explicitly modifying feature clusters during training: By de-
sign, we do not explicitly modify the exemplar vector clusters during training, under the
assumption that impractically significant computation would be necessary to operate
over the full database (and mini-batches over the database would lead to undesirable
feature drift relative to the document-level labels in the zero-shot sequence labeling
setting for language tasks37) and in any case, doing so would compromise the proposed
explainability/interpretability use case.
Going deeper into the history of AI, notions of metric learning and identifying
relevant examples for learning and interpretation were already present in AI systems no
later than the early modern era of the 1980’s. Our work is perhaps closer in spirit (and
35 For reference, in preliminary experiments (not shown), we found that cosine distance yielded slightly
lower F0.5 scores with the decision rules, perhaps supporting our informal intuition that it is helpful to
directly compare the filter scores. For example, in the extreme, if one filter learns to pick up spelling
mistakes, it seems reasonable to compare the feature vectors on that dimension directly, rather than
aggregating over filters that learn other features, and then calculating a distance metric.
36 In a sense, exemplar auditing has an even more extreme reliance on non-parametric structures, made
practicable in out-of-domain settings for text by the ability of the deep contextualized network, which is
trained in an imputation fashion over a non-trivial proportion of the observable data distribution, to
distinguish clusters of data samples, even those not seen in the fine-tuning stage for a given subtask.
37 This is further motivated by an assumption that the imputation-training stage of the frozen input model
is already able to encode latent data priors.
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certainly, in implementation) to the neural and metric learning research lines cited in the
previous paragraph, and an adequate accounting of the fascinating history of intelligent
systems is well beyond what could be done justice here, but to provide some context,
Clark (1990) provides a brief comparison of such “exemplar”38 systems in relation to
the rule-based systems of the time.
8. Conclusion
In this work, we have introduced and analyzed a framework—both practical and
conceptual—for NLP and data analysis. BLADE affords flexibility in training and pre-
dicting across document-level and token-level label resolutions, yielding sharp feature
detections for both supervised sequence labeling and zero-shot sequence labeling, the
task of predicting at the token level when only given document-level labels for training.
Zero-shot sequence labeling is analogous to typical text analysis settings, where the
goal is to identify class conditional features in text collections, and we showed that
the approach proposed here can identify subtle distributional differences, revealing
patterns in data not previously known. Importantly, BLADE also enables exemplar
auditing, a matching and analysis method that can be used to introspect inference with
respect to training.
The combination of these parsimonious tools—BLADE and exemplar auditing—
yields outsized utility. With the large, imputation-trained model, BERT, we find that
BLADE and exemplar auditing can be used to summarize the features of the deep,
contextualized model, and then decision rules can be used to relate inference-time pre-
dictions with training instances, including associated ground-truth labels. Interestingly,
as we showed with experiments with grammatical error detection and sentiment analy-
sis, this also provides a means of updating a model with data not seen in training. This
adds a property not typically associated with the current generation of neural models:
An end-user can update a model with data by updating the exemplar database, and can
also modify the behavior over the original training data by updating the labels/meta-
data associated with existing instances in the exemplar database. We have demonstrated
these results in the context of NLP models; we hypothesize that this will be applicable
to other input modalities as well.
The parameters of the model remain non-identifiable, so the exemplar auditing
framework enabled by BLADE does not obviate the need for well-known concerns
regarding adversarial attacks with neural models. Additionally, exemplar auditing adds
both time and space overhead to inference. However, based on the characteristics we
have analyzed across numerous experimental settings, we suspect that the approach
we have proposed here will have a number of real-world practical applications in the
years to come.
38 The word “exemplar” is a rather over-loaded term in the broader history of AI and ML. However, as far
as we are aware, the specific phrase “exemplar auditing” does not previously appear, and we use that to
describe the particular process we have described in this work.
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Appendix A: Contents
In Appendix B, we provide example output from the models for the grammatical error
detection task, and in Appendix C, we do the same for the synthetic text detection
experiments. Finally, in Appendix D, we illustrate using BLADE for document analysis
and comparative summarization in an applied text-analysis setting.
Appendix B: Grammatical Error Detection Analysis and Examples
Table B.1
Five (of ten, see Table B.2) random sentences from the FCE test set (indexed from 0). The original,
true labeled sentences are marked TRUE, in which the true token-level labels are underlined. In
the case of model output, underlines indicate predicted error labels. Note that sentence 1551, as
with the other sentences, is verbatim from the gold test set.
Sentence 174
TRUE There are some informations you have asked me about .
CNN There are some informations you have asked me about .
UNICNN+BERT There are some informations you have asked me about .
UNICNN+BERT+MM There are some informations you have asked me about .
UNICNN+BERT+S* There are some informations you have asked me about .
Sentence 223
TRUE There is space for about five hundred people .
CNN There is space for about five hundred people .
UNICNN+BERT There is space for about five hundred people .
UNICNN+BERT+MM There is space for about five hundred people .
UNICNN+BERT+S* There is space for about five hundred people .
Sentence 250
TRUE It is n’t easy giving an answer at this question .
CNN It is n’t easy giving an answer at this question .
UNICNN+BERT It is n’t easy giving an answer at this question .
UNICNN+BERT+MM It is n’t easy giving an answer at this question .
UNICNN+BERT+S* It is n’t easy giving an answer at this question .
Sentence 1302
TRUE Your group has been booked in Palace Hotel which is one
of the most comfortable hotels in London .
CNN Your group has been booked in Palace Hotel which is one
of the most comfortable hotels in London .
UNICNN+BERT Your group has been booked in Palace Hotel which is one
of the most comfortable hotels in London .
UNICNN+BERT+MM Your group has been booked in Palace Hotel which is one
of the most comfortable hotels in London .
UNICNN+BERT+S* Your group has been booked in Palace Hotel which is one
of the most comfortable hotels in London .
Sentence 1551
TRUE By the way you can visit the
CNN By the way you can visit the
UNICNN+BERT By the way you can visit the
UNICNN+BERT+MM By the way you can visit the
UNICNN+BERT+S* By the way you can visit the
Tables B.1 and B.2 include ten random examples of original sentences from the
FCE test set and the corresponding labeled outputs from the CNN, UNICNN+BERT,
UNICNN+BERT+MM, and UNICNN+BERT+S* models. (Note that the convention of
the FCE dataset is to label the subsequent token when the error involves an insertion.)
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Table B.2
Five (of ten, see Table B.1) random sentences from the FCE test set (indexed from 0). The original,
true labeled sentences are marked TRUE, in which the true token-level labels are underlined. In
the case of model output, underlines indicate predicted error labels.
Sentence 1641
TRUE I look forward to see you and your group soon .
CNN I look forward to see you and your group soon .
UNICNN+BERT I look forward to see you and your group soon .
UNICNN+BERT+MM I look forward to see you and your group soon .
UNICNN+BERT+S* I look forward to see you and your group soon .
Sentence 1736
TRUE The Old Town is the best place for afternoon stroll with
a great deal of restaurants , caffes and street
performers .
CNN The Old Town is the best place for afternoon stroll with
a great deal of restaurants , caffes and street
performers .
UNICNN+BERT The Old Town is the best place for afternoon stroll with
a great deal of restaurants , caffes and street
performers .
UNICNN+BERT+MM The Old Town is the best place for afternoon stroll with
a great deal of restaurants , caffes and street
performers .
UNICNN+BERT+S* The Old Town is the best place for afternoon stroll with
a great deal of restaurants , caffes and street
performers .
Sentence 1948
TRUE I am writing this letter in reply to your letter which
arrived yesterday .
CNN I am writing this letter in reply to your letter which
arrived yesterday .
UNICNN+BERT I am writing this letter in reply to your letter which
arrived yesterday .
UNICNN+BERT+MM I am writing this letter in reply to your letter which
arrived yesterday .
UNICNN+BERT+S* I am writing this letter in reply to your letter which
arrived yesterday .
Sentence 2104
TRUE I give you with great pleasure all the details needed .
CNN I give you with great pleasure all the details needed .
UNICNN+BERT I give you with great pleasure all the details needed .
UNICNN+BERT+MM I give you with great pleasure all the details needed .
UNICNN+BERT+S* I give you with great pleasure all the details needed .
Sentence 2259
TRUE Apart from that it takes long time to go somewhere .
CNN Apart from that it takes long time to go somewhere .
UNICNN+BERT Apart from that it takes long time to go somewhere .
UNICNN+BERT+MM Apart from that it takes long time to go somewhere .
UNICNN+BERT+S* Apart from that it takes long time to go somewhere .
Generally speaking, the qualitative evaluation is inline with what we would expect from
the empirical F scores: Namely, increasing precision with each of the aforementioned
models, culminating in the fully-supervised model. In particular, reflecting the high
recall in the empirical results, the CNN model tends to be very diffuse in its label-
ing, and the difference between the output of the CNN model and the models with
contextualized embeddings is clear. However, among the models using contextualized
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Table B.3
Four non-random sentences from the FCE test set (indexed from 0). The original, true labeled
sentences are marked TRUE, in which the true token-level labels are underlined. In the case of
model output, underlines indicate predicted error labels.
Sentence 227
TRUE Visit our church because it is one of the most famous
church in our country .
CNN Visit our church because it is one
of the most famous church in our country .
UNICNN+BERT Visit our church because it is one of the most famous
church in our country .
UNICNN+BERT+MM Visit our church because it is one of the most famous
church in our country .
UNICNN+BERT+S* Visit our church because it is one of the most famous
church in our country .
Sentence 225
TRUE It is rebuilt in 1948 because of the
Secound world war it had been demaged .
CNN It is rebuilt in 1948 because of the Secound world war
it had been demaged .
UNICNN+BERT It is rebuilt in 1948 because of the Secound world war
it had been demaged .
UNICNN+BERT+MM It is rebuilt in 1948 because of the Secound world war
it had been demaged .
UNICNN+BERT+S* It is rebuilt in 1948 because of the Secound world war
it had been demaged .
Sentence 1946
TRUE However , computer is worth to use in our life until
more coveniance machine will be invented .
CNN However , computer is worth to
use in our life until more coveniance machine will be
invented .
UNICNN+BERT However , computer is worth to use in our life until
more coveniance machine will be invented .
UNICNN+BERT+MM However , computer is worth to use in our life until
more coveniance machine will be invented .
UNICNN+BERT+S* However , computer is worth to use in our life until
more coveniance machine will be invented .
Sentence 907
TRUE In addition the resort has an interesting History
background about arquitectory and the best facilities
and activities that you could have in Mexico for example
, it provides differents kinds of tours around Mexico .
CNN In addition the resort has an interesting History
background about arquitectory and the best facilities
and activities that you could have in Mexico
for example , it provides differents kinds of tours
around Mexico .
UNICNN+BERT In addition the resort has an interesting History
background about arquitectory and the best facilities
and activities that you could have in Mexico
for example , it provides differents kinds of tours
around Mexico .
UNICNN+BERT+MM In addition the resort has an interesting History
background about arquitectory and the best facilities
and activities that you could have in Mexico for example
, it provides differents kinds of tours around Mexico .
UNICNN+BERT+S* In addition the resort has an interesting History
background about arquitectory and the best facilities
and activities that you could have in Mexico for example
, it provides differents kinds of tours around Mexico .
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Table B.4
Exemplar auditing output for three sentences from Table B.1 for the UNICNN+BERT model.
The original, true labeled sentences are marked TRUE, in which the true token-level labels are
underlined. Underlines in the UNICNN+BERT lines indicate predicted error labels. We show
the exemplars for the predicted tokens and for reference, any true token labels missed by the
model. In both cases, the exemplar tokens from training are labeled by the index into the test
sentence, as indicated in brackets. The Euclidean distance between the test token and the
exemplar token is labeled with EXEMPLAR DIST. The full training sentence for the exemplar is
provided, with underlines indicating ground truth labels in the case of EXEMPLAR TRUE and
training predications from UNICNN+BERT in the case of EXEMPLAR PRED. (Recall that
UNICNN+BERT only has sentence-level labels for training.)
Sentence 174
TRUE There are[1] some informations[3] you have asked me about .
UNICNN+BERT There are some informations[3] you have asked me about .
EXEMPLAR [1] DIST. 38.3
EXEMPLAR [1] TRUE But , there are[1] three things which I would like to tell you .
EXEMPLAR [1] PRED. But , there are[1] three things which I would like to tell you .
EXEMPLAR [3] DIST. 29.4
EXEMPLAR [3] TRUE I am very glad to hear that and would like to tell you all the
informations[3] you need to know from me .
EXEMPLAR [3] PRED. I am very glad to hear that and would like to tell you all the
informations[3] you need to know from me .
Sentence 250
TRUE It is n’t easy giving[4] an answer at[7] this question .
UNICNN+BERT It is n’t easy giving an answer[6] at[7] this question[9] .
EXEMPLAR [4] DIST. 65.5
EXEMPLAR [4] TRUE After that what is waiting for you is the struggle with
ill-fitted[4] clothes taking off and putting on .
EXEMPLAR [4] PRED. After that what is waiting for you is the struggle with
ill-fitted[4] clothes taking off and putting on .
EXEMPLAR [6] DIST. 46.3
EXEMPLAR [6] TRUE Of course nobody knows the answer[6] and maybe we should be
happy for that .
EXEMPLAR [6] PRED. Of course nobody knows the answer[6] and maybe we should be
happy for that .
EXEMPLAR [7] DIST. 57.2
EXEMPLAR [7] TRUE I ’m going to reply at[7] your question .
EXEMPLAR [7] PRED. I ’m going to reply at[7] your question .
EXEMPLAR [9] DIST. 42.1
EXEMPLAR [9] TRUE " Fashion of the Future " - it is good question[9] .
EXEMPLAR [9] PRED. " Fashion of the Future " - it is good question[9] .
Sentence 1302
TRUE Your group has been booked in[5] Palace[6] Hotel which is one of
the most comfortable hotels in London .
UNICNN+BERT Your group has been booked in[5] Palace Hotel which[8] is one of
the most comfortable[14] hotels in London .
EXEMPLAR [5] DIST. 51.7
EXEMPLAR [5] TRUE Secondly I would prefer to be accommodate in[5] log cabins .
EXEMPLAR [5] PRED. Secondly I would prefer to be accommodate in[5] log cabins .
EXEMPLAR [6] DIST. 54.5
EXEMPLAR [6] TRUE I insisted on going to your theatre , to the Circle[6] Theatre ,
because I have heard that it is one of the best theatres in
London .
EXEMPLAR [6] PRED. I insisted on going to your theatre , to the Circle[6] Theatre ,
because I have heard that it is one of the best theatres in
London .
EXEMPLAR [8] DIST. 37.7
EXEMPLAR [8] TRUE Afterwards we are used to eat at your restaurant which[8] is not
only well known for it ’s good price value but also for it ’s
original decoration .
EXEMPLAR [8] PRED. Afterwards we are used to eat at your restaurant which[8] is not
only well known for it ’s good price value but also for it ’s
original decoration .
EXEMPLAR [14] DIST. 38.6
EXEMPLAR [14] TRUE Additionally , some concert halls were too small to relax ,
while most of them were very comfortable[14] .
EXEMPLAR [14] PRED. Additionally , some concert halls were too small to relax ,
while most of them were very comfortable[14] .
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Table B.5
Exemplar auditing output for three sentences from Table B.1 for the UNICNN+BERT+MM
model. The original, true labeled sentences are marked TRUE, in which the true token-level
labels are underlined. Underlines in the UNICNN+BERT+MM lines indicate predicted error
labels. We show the exemplars for the predicted tokens and for reference, any true token labels
missed by the model. In both cases, the exemplar tokens from training are labeled by the index
into the test sentence, as indicated in brackets. The Euclidean distance between the test token
and the exemplar token is labeled with EXEMPLAR DIST. The full training sentence for the
exemplar is provided, with underlines indicating ground truth labels in the case of EXEMPLAR
TRUE and training predications from UNICNN+BERT+MM in the case of EXEMPLAR PRED.
(Recall that UNICNN+BERT+MM only has sentence-level labels for training.)
Sentence 174
TRUE There are[1] some informations[3] you have asked me
about .
UNICNN+BERT+MM There are some informations[3] you have asked me about .
EXEMPLAR [1] DIST. 41.1
EXEMPLAR [1] TRUE But , there are[1] three things which I would like to
tell you .
EXEMPLAR [1] PRED. But , there are[1] three things which I would like to
tell you .
EXEMPLAR [3] DIST. 34.0
EXEMPLAR [3] TRUE I am very glad to hear that and would like to tell you
all the informations[3] you need to know from me .
EXEMPLAR [3] PRED. I am very glad to hear that and would like to tell you
all the informations[3] you need to know from me .
Sentence 250
TRUE It is n’t easy giving[4] an answer at[7] this question .
UNICNN+BERT+MM It is n’t easy giving an answer at[7] this question .
EXEMPLAR [4] DIST. 71.8
EXEMPLAR [4] TRUE It ’s very difficult describing[4] all emotion I felt .
EXEMPLAR [4] PRED. It ’s very difficult describing[4] all emotion I felt .
EXEMPLAR [7] DIST. 63.3
EXEMPLAR [7] TRUE I ’m going to reply at[7] your question .
EXEMPLAR [7] PRED. I ’m going to reply at[7] your question .
Sentence 1302
TRUE Your group has been booked in[5] Palace[6] Hotel which
is one of the most comfortable hotels in London .
UNICNN+BERT+MM Your group has been booked in[5] Palace Hotel which is
one of the most comfortable hotels in London .
EXEMPLAR [5] DIST. 57.0
EXEMPLAR [5] TRUE Secondly I would prefer to be accommodate in[5] log
cabins .
EXEMPLAR [5] PRED. Secondly I would prefer to be accommodate in[5] log
cabins .
EXEMPLAR [6] DIST. 59.6
EXEMPLAR [6] TRUE I insisted on going to your theatre , to the Circle[6]
Theatre , because I have heard that it is one of the
best theatres in London .
EXEMPLAR [6] PRED. I insisted on going to your theatre , to the Circle[6]
Theatre , because I have heard that it is one of the
best theatres in London .
embeddings, the difference between the zero-shot and supervised models is not as
severe, suggesting that a model along the lines of UNICNN+BERT, trained at the
sentence level, might indeed be sufficient for the intended goal of aiding in labeling
additional data.
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Table B.6
Exemplar auditing output for sentence 907 from Table B.3 for the UNICNN+BERT+MM model.
The original, true labeled sentences are marked TRUE, in which the true token-level labels are
underlined. Underlines in the UNICNN+BERT+MM lines indicate predicted error labels. We
show the exemplars for the predicted tokens and for reference, any true token labels missed by
the model. In both cases, the exemplar tokens from training are labeled by the index into the test
sentence, as indicated in brackets. The Euclidean distance between the test token and the
exemplar token is labeled with EXEMPLAR DIST. The full training sentence for the exemplar is
provided, with underlines indicating ground truth labels in the case of EXEMPLAR TRUE and
training predications from UNICNN+BERT+MM in the case of EXEMPLAR PRED. (Recall that
UNICNN+BERT+MM only has sentence-level labels for training.)
Sentence 907
TRUE In addition the[2] resort has an interesting History[7]
background about[9] arquitectory[10] and the best
facilities and activities that you could have in Mexico
for[23] example , it provides differents[28] kinds of
tours around Mexico .
UNICNN+BERT+MM In addition the resort has an interesting History[7]
background about arquitectory[10] and the best
facilities and activities that you could have in Mexico
for[23] example , it provides differents[28] kinds of
tours around Mexico .
EXEMPLAR [2] DIST. 56.8
EXEMPLAR [2] TRUE Moreover , the[2] entrance is free for the students so
that wo n’t raise the cost for the trip .
EXEMPLAR [2] PRED. Moreover , the[2] entrance is free for the students so
that wo n’t raise the cost for the trip .
EXEMPLAR [7] DIST. 61.9
EXEMPLAR [7] TRUE Going out to visit the history[7] town every weekend
seem to be the most enjoyable activity for student .
EXEMPLAR [7] PRED. Going out to visit the history[7] town every weekend
seem to be the most enjoyable activity for student .
EXEMPLAR [9] DIST. 58.1
EXEMPLAR [9] TRUE There will be shown the latest fashions about[9] leisure
and sports wear , make up and hairstyles .
EXEMPLAR [9] PRED. There will be shown the latest fashions about[9] leisure
and sports wear , make up and hairstyles .
EXEMPLAR [10] DIST. 44.3
EXEMPLAR [10] TRUE In 100 years most of the clothes are made from
syntetical[10] material .
EXEMPLAR [10] PRED. In 100 years most of the clothes are made from
syntetical[10] material .
EXEMPLAR [23] DIST. 52.7
EXEMPLAR [23] TRUE I use also the internet when I need any informations
for[23] example I need them for school or private for
myself .
EXEMPLAR [23] PRED. I use also the internet when I need any informations
for[23] example I need them for school or private for
myself .
EXEMPLAR [28] DIST. 33.7
EXEMPLAR [28] TRUE For example , the teacher of history and polish language
is able to interest students about the subject in
differents[28] ways .
EXEMPLAR [28] PRED. For example , the teacher of history and polish language
is able to interest students about the subject in
differents[28] ways .
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Table B.7
Exemplar auditing output for three sentences from Table B.1 for the UNICNN+BERT+S* model.
The original, true labeled sentences are marked TRUE, in which the true token-level labels are
underlined. Underlines in the UNICNN+BERT+S* lines indicate predicted error labels. We
show the exemplars for the predicted tokens and for reference, any true token labels missed by
the model. In both cases, the exemplar tokens from training are labeled by the index into the test
sentence, as indicated in brackets. The Euclidean distance between the test token and the
exemplar token is labeled with EXEMPLAR DIST. The full training sentence for the exemplar is
provided, with underlines indicating ground truth labels in the case of EXEMPLAR TRUE and
training predications from UNICNN+BERT+S* in the case of EXEMPLAR PRED. (Recall that
UNICNN+BERT+S* is a fully supervised model with access to token-level labels for training.)
Sentence 174
TRUE There are[1] some informations[3] you have asked me
about .
UNICNN+BERT+S* There are some informations[3] you have asked me about .
EXEMPLAR [1] DIST. 32.7
EXEMPLAR [1] TRUE But , there are[1] three things which I would like to
tell you .
EXEMPLAR [1] PRED. But , there are[1] three things which I would like to
tell you .
EXEMPLAR [3] DIST. 24.0
EXEMPLAR [3] TRUE I am very glad to hear that and would like to tell you
all the informations[3] you need to know from me .
EXEMPLAR [3] PRED. I am very glad to hear that and would like to tell you
all the informations[3] you need to know from me .
Sentence 250
TRUE It is n’t easy giving[4] an answer at[7] this question .
UNICNN+BERT+S* It is n’t easy giving an answer at[7] this question .
EXEMPLAR [4] DIST. 54.6
EXEMPLAR [4] TRUE To say nothing about his or her giving[4] advice !
EXEMPLAR [4] PRED. To say nothing about his or her giving[4] advice !
EXEMPLAR [7] DIST. 44.0
EXEMPLAR [7] TRUE I ’m going to reply at[7] your question .
EXEMPLAR [7] PRED. I ’m going to reply at[7] your question .
Sentence 1302
TRUE Your group has been booked in[5] Palace[6] Hotel which
is one of the most comfortable hotels in London .
UNICNN+BERT+S* Your group has been booked in Palace[6] Hotel which is
one of the most comfortable hotels in London .
EXEMPLAR [5] DIST. 43.6
EXEMPLAR [5] TRUE Accommodation in[5] log cabins would be better for me ,
because they are more comfortable .
EXEMPLAR [5] PRED. Accommodation in[5] log cabins would be better for me ,
because they are more comfortable .
EXEMPLAR [6] DIST. 46.8
EXEMPLAR [6] TRUE There will be The London Fashion and Leisure Show in
Central[6] Exhibition Hall on the 14th of March .
EXEMPLAR [6] PRED. There will be The London Fashion and Leisure Show in
Central[6] Exhibition Hall on the 14th of March .
The task, itself, is a challenging one, and since the FCE dataset only has a single
annotation for each sentence (and the model is only given the sentence itself for context),
we should be aware of at least three potential edge cases (and one meta point) that
would not be reflected in raw F scores:
1. The labels themselves could have mistakes.
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2. The labels might be ambiguous when only given the sentence context.
3. There might be two or may valid ways to correct the sentence that require
disjoint labeling.
4. The sentence is so poorly written, with such a high number of errors, that
granularity in the token-level labels is effectively meaningless.
Generally speaking, the annotations seem reasonably decent and outright errors
(as opposed to stylistic choices) do not seem to be too common. However, note, for
example, that sentence 1551 in Table B.1 is some combination of edge case 1 and a
preprocessing error in the original test set. The first example in Table B.3 is perhaps
an example of edge cases 2 and/or 3. Presumably, the gold label is implying that the
sentence should be changed from
Visit our church because it is one of the most famous church in
our country .
to
Visit our church because it is one of the most famous churches
in our country .
However, without additional context, the change suggested by the UNICNN+BERT
model could also be considered valid, changing:
Visit our church because it is one of the most famous church in
our country .
to
Visit our church because it is the most famous church in our
country .
(i.e., a deletion).
For sentences with multiple errors, the third edge case can become more prominent.
For example, one could imagine multiple ways of correcting sentences 225 and 1946 in
Table B.3. However, whether or not it is helpful to articulate such multiple possibilities
to an end user—or for example, just give a signal that there are major mistakes in the
sentence as a whole—would likely depend on the writing level of the user.
An example of the fourth (meta) point is sentence 1019:
In this year the familys they have 3 cars in one family
one by one person .
, where every token except “year” and the final period are marked as incorrect. In such
a case, the granularity captured in an F score that “year” and the period should be
labeled correct does not have much real import, and instead, it is sufficient to know
the sentence has severe issues. For this sentence, each of the models marks at least 5
tokens as being errors, which is probably enough information to signal to an end user
that major revisions are needed.
Those caveats aside, it is, at times, surprising how sharp the zero-shot models are at
labeling errors, despite only being trained at the sentence-level. Sentence 907 in Table B.3
is an example of reasonably good detection in a relatively long sentence that requires
splitting into two separate sentences. Here, too, for example, since the model would
be used interactively in practice, the highlighted errors may be sufficient to correct
first, after which the model could provide new predictions. We leave to future work an
experiment evaluating the ability of language learners to end at a well written sentence
when given access to the model for multiple queries as they re-write.
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Exemplar Auditing. Tables B.4, B.5, and B.7 illustrate exemplar auditing for the first
three sentences with ground-truth grammatical errors from Table B.1 for each of
the UNICNN+BERT, UNICNN+BERT+MM, and UNICNN+BERT+S* models, respec-
tively. We have provided the exemplar tokens (and associated sentences) from training
wherever the model makes a positive prediction. For reference, we have also provided
the exemplar for any tokens marked in the ground truth labels but missed by the model.
When the test prediction is in the same direction of the training prediction of the
exemplar, the corresponding contexts (and the exemplar word itself) are often similar.
In this case, we also see instances where the exemplar, like the prediction in the test
sentence, is a false positive (at least according to the ground truth labels). For example,
the word answer, the exemplar at index 6 of sentence 250, and which, the exemplar
at index 8 of sentence 1302, are false positives in both the test sentence and the training
exemplar sentence under the UNICNN+BERT model (see Table B.4).
The exemplar is not always a lexical match. Misspellings tend to be matched with
other misspellings, even if they are not verbatim matches after de-tokenizing Word-
Pieces, as with arquitectory matched with syntetical at index 10 of sentence
907 under the UNICNN+BERT+MM model (see Table B.6). When looking at errors
correlated with particular CNN filters, it appears that a small number of filters become
particularly activated with misspellings, and it appears that the pairwise Euclidean dis-
tance metric (which involves a summation, over filters, of squared pairwise differences
of the same filter applied to the two tokens) of the exemplar fingerprint vectors is able
to capture this behavior, as well.
Of interest, too, are the cases that are rejected by the decision rule (i.e., when the test
prediction does not match that of the exemplar). For example, comfortable at index
14 of sentence 1302 under the UNICNN+BERT model (Table B.4) is a false positive that
is rejected by the decision rule since the exemplar token was not labeled as an error by
the model in training. The existence of such discrepancies between the test prediction
and that of the training token reflects that the single exemplar does not necessarily fully
account for the model prediction. This is to be expected (see Footnote 2), as the actual
decision-making process is a high-dimensional weighting over the full training set. We
find here that such discrepancies can be exploited as a useful heuristic in practice to
increase prediction precision.
In a higher-stakes classification scenario, this type of analysis can aid in identifying
features that are correlated with a particular class but would be problematic under data
domain shift (i.e., features that are not consistent with our intuitive notions of features
for a particular class), and/or providing empirical bounds on the predictions using
the distance metric. In lower-stakes scenarios, as with grammatical error detection, this
approach can be useful in providing an end user with a similar example from training
for reference, or to assist an annotator in quickly checking and labeling multiple similar
instances.
Feature Extraction. We run the BLADE feature extraction on the FCE training set, sepa-
rated by the true sentence-level labels for additional analysis and also as a sanity-check
for other text analysis use cases for which the ground truth is less well-defined.
Table B.8 contains the unigram positive class ngrams normalized by occurrence
(mean_ngram+) for the training sentences that are marked as incorrect (i.e., belonging
to the positive class). The top scoring such unigrams constitute a relatively sharp list
of misspellings. We also include the lowest scoring such unigrams at the bottom of the
table, as a sanity-check on our featuring scoring method. We see that the lowest scoring
unigrams are names and other words that are otherwise correctly spelled.
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We can also score the sentences by their contribution scores. We observe that the
sentences belonging to the true positive class to which the model assigns the highest
positive contribution scores are indeed clearly incorrect. Consistent with how the
method should behave, we also observe that the two sentences (or phrases) that the
models assigns the highest negative contribution scores are actually correct (without
additional context), despite being labeled by annotators as having errors:
I will never forget this moment .
Dear Sir ,
We observe similar behavior with the sentences belonging to the true negative class
(i.e., sentences humans have labeled as correctly written). In this case, sentences with
the highest negative contribution scores do indeed tend to be correct, and we do
observe some errors in a small number of the top sentences with the highest positive
contribution scores. For example, the following is the top such sentence normalized by
length (where the period is likely a typo):
Dear Ms Jane Clark .
The following is the tenth:
It is one of fun in our life .
The following is the fifth by total score (where at the least, “future” is missing an
article):
I really do think you need to organise your show a bit more
carefully so you do not make these mistakes in future and it
will be kind of you if you give my money back .
This feature extraction behavior, along with (and especially) the zero-shot labeling
effectiveness, suggests that the approach may be useful for other types of text analysis
in which true labels are available at the sentence level but not the token level.
Appendix C: Synthetic Text Generation
Table C.1 and Table C.2 contain 10 random examples from the full synthetic test set,
including the human written full sentences, or prefix, where applicable, and the detec-
tion output from the UNICNN+BERT+S* model. We see that the synthetic sentences
are often not obviously machine generated when only given the sentence-level context,
and yet the model is reasonably effective at predicting that at least some proportion of
the tokens are synthetic in this static setting with data similar to that as seen in training.
Sentence 1738 is an example of how the GPT-2 model can occasionally generate locally
repetitious content.
Table C.3 and Table C.4 contain examples from the constrained sampling experi-
ments, in which the detection model is able to choose candidate generations in order
to minimize the number of detections. We see that the synthetic detections become
relatively rare, reflecting the low F scores presented in the main text.
Appendix D: Text Analysis
We close with a small-scale proof-of-concept of how this approach could be used for
exploratory text analysis, as is common in business settings, and the social science
and humanities. The setting here is artificial, as the relevant topics have already been
carefully studied in the literature. However, since we have no set ground truth, per
se, we choose these documents since we can check whether the output of the feature
extraction is reasonably consistent with (our knowledge of) the historical record. (For a
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Table B.8
The top and lowest scoring unigram positive class ngrams normalized by occurrence
(mean_ngram+) for the training sentences that are marked as incorrect (i.e., belonging to the
positive class).
unigram mean_ngram+ score Total Frequency
wating 22.5 1
noize 21.9 1
exitation 21.5 1
exitement 21.2 1
toe 20.1 1
fite 20.0 1
ofer 20.0 2
n 19.7 5
intents 18.6 1
wit 17.7 2
defences 17.5 1
meannes 17.5 1
baying 17.3 1
saing 17.1 2
dipends 17.0 1
lair 16.7 2
torne 16.7 1
farther 16.2 1
andy 16.0 1
seasonaly 15.9 1
remainds 15.6 1
sould 15.5 4
availble 15.5 3
. . . SKIPPED . . .
sixteen -1.7 3
Uruguay -1.7 1
Jose -1.7 1
leg -1.7 3
Joseph -2.0 1
deny -2.1 1
Sandre -2.2 1
leather -2.4 2
shoulder -2.6 1
apartheid -2.8 1
tablets -2.8 1
Martial -3.0 1
Lorca -3.1 1
more concrete example, see the analysis of the counterfactually-augmented sentiment
data in the main text.)
Data. We use the UN General Debate Corpus (UNGDC) of Baturo, Dasandi, and
Mikhaylov (2017)39, which includes the texts of the General Debate statements, which
are annual speeches outlining policy goals and perspectives, for each UN member
country from 1970 to 2016. We consider the subset of speeches from the Federal Republic
of Germany—a.k.a., West Germany (DEU)—and the German Democratic Republic—
a.k.a., East Germany (DDR)—from their admission to the UN in 1973 to 1989, prior to
39 https://www.kaggle.com/unitednations/un-general-debates
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Table C.1
Five (of ten, see Table C.2) random sentences from the full synthetic test set, consisting of a mix
of original sentences and fully- and partially- generated sentences, where each token is labeled
as human written or machine generated. The original, true labeled sentences are marked TRUE,
in which the synthetic tokens are underlined. In the case of model output, underlines indicate
predicted synthetic labels. For the fully generated sentences, we provide CONTEXT, which is the
human-written sentence given to GPT-2 for context, and in the case of partially generated
sentences, we provide ORIGINAL, which is the human written sentence from which the prefix
was taken for partial generation.
Sentence 147 (full sentence generation)
CONTEXT An Elysee Palace source confirmed that Mrs Merkel’s
"diary was now full," and that she was instead sending
Peter Muller, the new president of the Bundesrat,
Germany’s upper house.
TRUE "We have a very clear message from the German
government: we are not going to allow this to happen
again," Ms Merkel said.
UNICNN+BERT+S* "We have a very clear message from the German
government: we are not going to allow this to happen
again," Ms Merkel said.
Sentence 241 (full sentence generation)
CONTEXT Adlington’s success was followed by more medals to the
north-east of Beijing, at the Shunyi rowing lake, as the
men’s four battled back to pip Australia to gold.
TRUE The men’s four won the bronze at the Rio Olympics, with
the Australian winning the silver.
UNICNN+BERT+S* The men’s four won the bronze at the Rio Olympics, with
the Australian winning the silver.
Sentence 828 (full sentence generation)
CONTEXT House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, who led efforts to cut off
funding for Bush’s Iraq war, shows no inclination to
legislate limits on her own president.
TRUE Pelosi, who is the ranking Democrat on the House
Appropriations Committee, said the House will not vote
on the budget until the end of the month.
UNICNN+BERT+S* Pelosi, who is the ranking Democrat on the House
Appropriations Committee, said the House will not vote
on the budget until the end of the month.
Sentence 831 (human written)
TRUE Sir David Michels, the senior independent director at M
& S who will also take on the role of deputy chairman,
defended Lord Burns’s decision to step down this
weekend.
UNICNN+BERT+S* Sir David Michels, the senior independent director at M
& S who will also take on the role of deputy chairman,
defended Lord Burns’s decision to step down this
weekend.
Sentence 1039 (partial sentence generation)
ORIGINAL Yvo de Boer, head of the U.N. climate change
secretariat, also said it could take months before poor
countries begin receiving billions of dollars in
emergency funds to adapt to climate change and begin
controlling their emissions of greenhouse gases.
TRUE Yvo de Boer, head of the U.N. climate change agency,
said he had no evidence that the number of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere was rising.
UNICNN+BERT+S* Yvo de Boer, head of the U.N. climate change agency,
said he had no evidence that the number of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere was rising.
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Table C.2
Five (of ten, see Table C.1) random sentences from the full synthetic test set, consisting of a mix
of original sentences and fully- and partially- generated sentences, where each token is labeled
as human written or machine generated. The original, true labeled sentences are marked TRUE,
in which the synthetic tokens are underlined. In the case of model output, underlines indicate
predicted synthetic labels. For the fully generated sentences, we provide CONTEXT, which is the
human-written sentence given to GPT-2 for context, and in the case of partially generated
sentences, we provide ORIGINAL, which is the human written sentence from which the prefix
was taken for partial generation.
Sentence 1107 (human written)
TRUE Last month, RMST underwent a shakeup of its board and
saw its director resign over the company’s poor
financial performance, according to Premier Exhibitions
filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission and
statements by dissident shareholders.
UNICNN+BERT+S* Last month, RMST underwent a shakeup of its board and
saw its director resign over the company’s poor
financial performance, according to Premier Exhibitions
filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission and
statements by dissident shareholders.
Sentence 1159 (human written)
TRUE The former head of the Army faced calls to give up his
salary after Labour MPs suggested that his decision to
accept a role in a David Cameron administration
compromised his impartiality.
UNICNN+BERT+S* The former head of the Army faced calls to give up his
salary after Labour MPs suggested that his decision to
accept a role in a David Cameron administration
compromised his impartiality.
Sentence 1738 (full sentence generation)
CONTEXT To frame the discussion in anti-populist terms, as if
ordinary people’s culture and proclivities -and not The
New Republic’s or Fox News’ - are the defining
attributes of mass disinformation is to betray a
shocking un-self awareness with respect to your own
professional, centrist and establishmentarian biases.
TRUE The truth is that the vast majority of people in America
are not as ignorant as they think they are, and most of
them are not as ignorant as they think they are.
UNICNN+BERT+S* The truth is that the vast majority of people in America
are not as ignorant as they think they are, and most of
them are not as ignorant as they think they are.
Sentence 1791 (human written)
TRUE To mark the global launch of Hip-Hop Kidz (R), HHK
Entertainment has released "It’s a Beautiful Thing" a
feature-style DVD, "Hip Hop Kidz are in the Building,"
an original, kid-friendly music CD and a new Penguin
Young Readers book series.
UNICNN+BERT+S* To mark the global launch of Hip-Hop Kidz (R), HHK
Entertainment has released "It’s a Beautiful Thing" a
feature-style DVD, "Hip Hop Kidz are in the Building,"
an original, kid-friendly music CD and a new Penguin
Young Readers book series.
Sentence 1859 (full sentence generation)
CONTEXT Staff rushed to help but as minutes ticked by with no
sign of life they decided that the priority was to
deliver her baby by Caesarean section.
TRUE The baby was rushed to hospital with severe injuries and
she died on Sunday.
UNICNN+BERT+S* The baby was rushed to hospital with severe injuries and
she died on Sunday.
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Table C.3
First two (of four: see Table C.4) original-generated sentence pairs among the partially generated
sentences (which are already de-facto shuffled). We provide, in order, HUMAN, which is the
human written sentence from which the prefix was taken; CONTEXT PREFIX, which is the prefix
from which GPT-2 generates; ORIGINAL-PARTIAL, which is the generated sentence from the
main test set; and GROUP 1, GROUP 2, and GROUP 3, which are the constrained samples from
the applicable parameter group. In all cases, underlines signify model predictions from the
UNICNN+BERT+S* model. Except for the HUMAN sentences, all tokens after CONTEXT PREFIX
are synthetic. (Note that the dash in Sentence 2-3 Group 2 is a unicode emdash in the raw
output.)
Sentence 0-1 (partial sentence generation)
HUMAN City are prepared to make Eto’o the highest-paid player
in the Barclays Premier League and meet Barcelona’s
asking fee of about Âcˇ25 million.
CONTEXT PREFIX City are prepared to make
ORIGINAL-PARTIAL City are prepared to make a decision on whether to allow
the new building to be built by the end of the year.
GROUP 1 City are prepared to make a full recovery from a
devastating tornado that tore through the town of
Tuscaloosa on Thursday evening.
GROUP 2 City are prepared to make major commitments after
reviewing the situation on a regular basis and
considering best best practices and other options.
GROUP 3 City are prepared to make every attempt to get people to
know each other that have spent months going over these
matters.
Sentence 2-3 (partial sentence generation)
HUMAN Obama called Turkey a critical U.S. ally, saying the two
countries must work and stand together to overcome the
challenges facing the world today.
CONTEXT PREFIX Obama called Turkey a critical U.S. ally, saying the two
countries
ORIGINAL-PARTIAL Obama called Turkey a critical U.S. ally, saying the two
countries would work together to fight terrorism.
GROUP 1 Obama called Turkey a critical U.S. ally, saying the two
countries "are close to a nuclear-armed Syria."
GROUP 2 Obama called Turkey a critical U.S. ally, saying the two
countries share strategic interests, along with trade
priorities--and not national security or regional
security.
GROUP 3 Obama called Turkey a critical U.S. ally, saying the two
countries are more of a threat in international forums
and increasingly likely to split.
unification.40 We choose this dichotomy41 to assess whether the known, differing policy
outlooks between the prosperous, democratic government of the West and the corrupt,
totalitarian (former) East is reflected in our feature extraction approach.
We separate the speeches into sentences, assigning class 0 to DEU and class 1 to
DDR, resulting in a training set of 5,820 sentences and a dev set of 668 sentences. This is
very small by NLP standards, but typical of social science settings. Part of our goal here
is to assess whether the BLADE method is usable in such a limited resource setting.
40 In fact, there is a final perfunctory speech by the DDR in 1990, which we exclude here. The acronyms
DEU and DDR are those used in the dataset, which we use here for consistency purposes.
41 This history remains an important—and fascinating—example for policymakers, as the partitioned
halves have long since been successfully integrated into a stable democracy.
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Table C.4
Next two (of four: see Table C.3) original-generated sentence pairs among the partially generated
sentences (which are already de-facto shuffled). We provide, in order, HUMAN, which is the
human written sentence from which the prefix was taken; CONTEXT PREFIX, which is the prefix
from which GPT-2 generates; ORIGINAL-PARTIAL, which is the generated sentence from the
main test set; and GROUP 1, GROUP 2, and GROUP 3, which are the constrained samples from
the applicable parameter group. In all cases, underlines signify model predictions from the
UNICNN+BERT+S* model. Except for the HUMAN sentences, all tokens after CONTEXT PREFIX
are synthetic.
Sentence 4-5 (partial sentence generation)
HUMAN With operations in North America, Europe and Asia, SOS
Online Backup delivers simple, powerful and inexpensive
online data backup for more than one million consumers,
small businesses and enterprises worldwide.
CONTEXT PREFIX With operations in North America, Europe and Asia, SOS
Online Backup delivers simple, powerful
ORIGINAL-PARTIAL With operations in North America, Europe and Asia, SOS
Online Backup delivers simple, powerful and reliable
backup services to businesses, government, and
government agencies and organizations.
GROUP 1 With operations in North America, Europe and Asia, SOS
Online Backup delivers simple, powerful and secure
backup solutions for the enterprise, from your home or
office to your smartphone or tablet.
GROUP 2 With operations in North America, Europe and Asia, SOS
Online Backup delivers simple, powerful backup services
to protect users’ accounts from malware, viruses and
unauthorized access to content and information.
GROUP 3 With operations in North America, Europe and Asia, SOS
Online Backup delivers simple, powerful and fast support
to service customers who are facing challenges, issues
or need assistance with services.
Sentence 6-7 (partial sentence generation)
HUMAN Working in groups, have students analyze the nutritional
content of their food to determine if their meals and
snacks are nutritionally balanced.
CONTEXT PREFIX Working in groups, have students analyze the nutritional
content of their food to determine if their meals
ORIGINAL-PARTIAL Working in groups, have students analyze the nutritional
content of their food to determine if their meals are
high in protein, low in carbohydrates, low in fat, and
high in fiber.
GROUP 1 Working in groups, have students analyze the nutritional
content of their food to determine if their meals are
more nutritious or less.
GROUP 2 Working in groups, have students analyze the nutritional
content of their food to determine if their meals
contain the nutrients it suggests.
GROUP 3 Working in groups, have students analyze the nutritional
content of their food to determine if their meals
contribute to healthier gut health.
Model. We train the UNICNN+BERT for sentence classification as with the FCE dataset,
but we reduce the number of filters to 100 to avoid overfitting.
Analysis. Table D.1 shows the discriminative ability of the model on this small set. We
do not have a held-out test set here given the limited amount of data; our goal here
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is simply to check that the model has some discriminative ability before we consider
examining the features.
Next, we merge the training and dev sets and separate them by known sentence
label. Table D.2 and Table D.3 list the top 10 sentences with highest sentence scores (ag-
gregated token contributions) for correctly predicted sentences. This constitutes a type
of extractive summarization. The results are consistent with our intuition, with the DDR
focusing on, for example, Cold War era communist liberation struggles. In contrast,
West Germany focuses on economic development of the developing world, rather than
liberation struggles. Notably absent from the East German summary, and prominent in
the West German summary, is the focus on creating a European Community.
Table D.4 and Table D.5 list the top 5 sentences from each country that are most
strongly misclassified in terms of features. In other words, Table D.4 lists statements from
the East German government that the model most considers to be made by the West
German representatives. We can use this to identify some shared themes across the
document classes. The top sentence in Table D.4 is emblematic of this, which focuses
on the Helsinki Final Act, which both countries signed and generally seem to speak of
supportively in their speeches. As another example, the second sentence in Table D.5
from West Germany regarding an arms race is along the lines of East German concerns
regarding the arms race and nuclear weapons, which appears with some frequency in
their speeches (see, for example, the second to last sentence in Table D.2).
Possible patterns can also be seen at the ngram level, which we omit here for
brevity. This is a simple example, but we believe this is evidence that this type of feature
extraction is at least plausible for this type of text analysis, with the BLADE approach
serving as an accessible means of utilizing strong pre-trained models, such as BERT, for
low resource text analysis. Of note is that for such text analysis applications, extractive
feature summarization is preferable to abstractive summarization, since the diction and
syntax of—and even the errors in—the original text are useful to preserve.
In addition to analyzing features at the ngram and sentence level as proposed here,
other types of feature filtering, or document-structure weighting, for particular appli-
cations could be adapted. It would, for example, be straightforward to re-rank/score
the output from a topic model (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003) using the ngram scores, but
part of the benefit of BLADE is that higher-order ngrams can be scored, and that the
provenance of such ngrams can be traced in a straightforward (i.e., deterministic) man-
ner to the corresponding context. This is typically not readily possible with standard
unigram topic models operating at the token level. We suspect that the approach here
is, at the very least, a good starting point for many text analysis applications where
the de-facto goal is comparative summarization. The type of feature extraction proposed
here can also be viewed as a means of providing additional structure and context to
concordance-style analyses, for which automated approaches have been in use since at
least the 1960’s (Kuno and Oettinger 1968).
It is also worth noting that one subtle benefit of the approach presented here is that
it is straightforward to add additional metadata to the model. Feeding new, unseen
tokens to the BERT model does not seem promising without fine-tuning the whole
model, which is not viable for many researchers in the social sciences or humanities
in the near-term due to the computational expense. However, recall in our model that
we concat Word2Vec embeddings to the BERT model as input to the CNN. If we have
additional information about the documents, we can simply add another embedding
and concat it, too, to the input. For example, in the UN case, if we were training on a
larger subset of the documents, such as those of all of the NATO countries vs. those
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Table D.1
Sentence-level evaluation on the dev set of the UN Corpus, where class 1 (i.e., the positive class)
corresponds to the 242 sentences of the DDR.
Sentence-level classification
Model P R F0.5
RANDOM 35.77 52.48 38.21
MAJORITYCLASS 36.23 100. 41.52
UNICNN+BERT 90.06 59.92 81.83
of the Warsaw Pact prior to the end of the Cold War, we might consider adding an
embedding for the country name and/or year.
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Table D.2
Among the sentences from East Germany (DDR), these are those with highest sentence scores
assigned to the DDR class by the UNICNN+BERT model. This can be viewed as a type of
extractive summarization.
The Great October Socialist Revolution abolished it with the Decree on
Peace and , as a result of the Second World War , the peoples fighting
against fascism compelled its universal banning .
In this effort the socialist States feel united with the movement of
non-aligned countries , which is playing an important role in the
struggle for the vital interests of the peoples , and indeed with all
social forces committing themselves to peace regardless of differences
in world outlook .
The foreign policy of the German Democratic Republic is aimed at
safeguarding international peace and security , practicing solidarity
with the peoples fighting for their national and social liberation ,
and making peaceful coexistence prevail between States with different
social orders .
The German Democratic Republic has always supported the Arab peoples in
their struggle against the permanent Israeli aggression and its
consequences and will do so in future .
As is known , the socialist States proceed from the fact that effective
measures towards military detente , armaments limitation and dis
armament are indispensable to promoting political detente , and vice
versa .
The German Democratic Republic has always stood at the side of the
peoples struggling for independence and self-determination and against
aggression , oppression , racism and apartheid .
The German Democratic Republic expressly supports the demand for the
establishment of the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace , in keeping with
its foreign policy of welcoming and promoting all regional initiatives
for zones of peace , security and co-operation .
The German Democratic Republic believes that the implementation by all
parties of the Central American peace plan signed in Guatemala on 7
August is an appropriate means of settling the conflicts in Central
America peacefully and putting an end to the overt and covert war
against NicaraguaÂu˚ The German Democratic Republic welcomes the
initiatives taken by the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan and the
Soviet Union for a political settlement of the situation that has
developed in the region .
Thus , the German Democratic Republic has stood and stands for the
elimination of the danger of nuclear war , in particular of the
non-first-use of nuclear weapons , and for the prohibition of the
nuclear neutron weapon and of chemical weapons .
As for the conflict in the South Atlantic , the German Democratic
Republic understands the growing concern of the Latin American States
and peoples and advocates a settlement on the basis of the Charter of
the United Nations and the Political Declaration of the Seventh
Conference of Heads of State or Government of Non-Aligned Countries ,
held at New Delhi 138 .
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Table D.3
Among the sentences from the West Germany (DEU), these are the 10 with highest sentence
scores assigned to the DEU class by the UNICNN+BERT model. This can be viewed as a type of
extractive summarization.
We must step up the flow of resources to the third world so as to
accelerate development and thereby provide important stimuli for growth
in the industrial countries and create new jobs there .
Ten years ago the Federal Republic of Germany became a Member of the
United Nations .
Our desire to achieve the union of the twelve European democracies ,
our desire for co-operation with our Eastern neighbours , is a
manifestation of the policy of the Federal Republic of Germany for
peace in Europe .
We Germans , too , must live with the disparities that characterize the
world , and above all Europe , even though they affect us more than
other nations .
The Federal Republic of Germany is also a member of the Atlantic
alliance which links Western Europe with the United States and Canada .
The Federal Republic of Germany is conscious of the responsibility that
falls on it as the world ’s second largest trading country in carrying
out this task , 223 .
The Federal Republic of Germany supports open markets , particularly
with regard to the third world .
North and South must co-operation to take the opportunities offered to
the third world by these new forms of technology and to avert dangers .
Only if the industrialized countries open up their markets to exports
of finished and semi-finished products from the developing countries
can the latter be more firmly integrated into the world economy ,
whoever denies the third world access to its markets is denying it
development .
It is open to other European democracies , and we are looking forward
to the accession of Greece , Portugal and Spain , making the Community
of nine members soon a community of twelve .
Table D.4
Among the sentences from East Germany (DDR), these are those with highest sentence scores
assigned to the West Germany class by the UNICNN+BERT model. In other words, these are the
most strongly misclassified in terms of features: The East German sentences the model most
considers to be from West Germany.
This and other material is what we could use , beginning at once , to
build , brick by brick , the house of Europe in the spirit of the
Helsinki Final Act .
The United Nations brings together the collective spirit and will of
nations and pools their efforts into a single stream , it harmoniously
combines national and international security interests .
To that end we have also worked as a member of the Security Council .
We approve of the proposal made by the non-aligned States to convene an
international conference on money and finance , with universal
participation , within the United Nations framework .
The atom has changed the world ; as Albert Einstein once demanded , it
must ultimately change the human mind .
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Table D.5
Among the sentences from West Germany (DEU), these are those with highest sentence scores
assigned to the East Germany class by the UNICNN+BERT model. In other words, these are the
most strongly misclassified in terms of features: The West German sentences the model most
considers to be from East Germany.
It has since been seen that co-operation between the States of a
divided country in the United Nations is possible despite fundamental
differences of political views , that it is beneficial for all , andI
should think for the world Organization too .
The negotiating objective agreed upon by both parties in Geneva on 8
January 1985 to prevent an arms race in space and terminate it on earth
has become an obligation towards all the peoples of the world .
For this reason , the Geneva Convention of 1949 prohibits this act as a
means of warfare .
Anyone who wants to make that movement the so-called natural ally of
the socialist camp is trying to lead it into a new dependence , to
paralyse it and ultimately to deprive it of the basis for its actions .
As the United Nations Charter expressly lays down , peoples may and
should , in the exercise of their free self-determination , manage
their own affairs .
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